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Chapter 1 

T})e Constitution and Land ·. 

The urgent necessity for a progranmeddevelopment of land 

in the various s,tat.es of Malaysia was evident over a long period. 

But it was sin~e 1955 that the government canmitted itself to land 

development as a basic strategy f.or the U:pliftment of the economic 

status of the rural sector. The basis of any land development -· planning is to Originate new policy measures-:Ln order to pranote 

and facilitate changes in the existing conditions towards goals 

laid down in the programmes of devel()pment. The goals are econanie, 

social and political and are established to enhance productivity, 

create employment opportunities, develop human resources and 

eradicate any imbalances within the various sectors of the country. 

The operations necessary to bring to fruition these goals require 

the requisition of suitable land, construction of physical 

infrastructure, harnessing of human resources and injection of 

vital inputs. The magnitude of the scale of operation is quite 

large and requires an efficient and effective administrative 

machinery. Arr:t deficiency in this respect can lead to a complete 

breakdown of the development process as witnessed in some developing 

countries. Of course, the . :i;mprovement in land administration by . 

·itself will not result in better land development for econanic 

development is the creation of a large number of other factors 

besides the factor of land. A properly administered land 

distribution system·certainly; will ease out sane of the 

q 
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limitations imposed on economic development in the country. 

Associated with this aspect is land tenure. Land tenure is 

considered to be the right to the possession, access and use o:r 

land resources, and consequently "land tenure is a political concept, 

and any change in land tenure raises substantial political issues".1 

It has been aptly stated that "planning is as good as 

the government which initiates and undertakes it". Hence, there 

is the necessity to examine the political and administrative 

background in the fonnulation of a strategy tor eoonamio developnent • 

such an examination is also necessary !or the reason that some of 

the land development projects of the country initiated by the 

government were not solely motivated by economic goals, but were 

designed to meet other needs and ends. There is no doubt that the 

initial objectives which stimulated certain aspects of land 

development policy had far reaching impacts, and often unforseen 

consequences on the overall outcome of land development in the 

country. In Malaysia two basic objectives influenced the government 

to institute necessary action for the f onnulation of a policy for 

developnent of land. One of the. objectives was to discover ways 

and means to satisfy the pressing demand for land in the country 
.. ·. 

and the other was to solve the tremendous backlog of land 

applications which had not been processed during the unsettled 

conditions of the Second world War, the Japanese Occupation and 

the Emergency. The two objectives were not readily reconciliable, 

and to give priority to one woUld mean obstructing the attainment 

of the other. But to give both the same weightage would mean 
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exceeding the limitations of both the administrative and financial 

resources. In addition, there was also a very significant need 

for the improvement of land administration in the country. This 

chapter therefore, will examine the evolution of land development 

policies in Peninsular Malaysia since the Second World War. 

Land Administration 

Under the constitution, land is a state matter, and the 

State list includes such mat1:fers as land tenure, relation of 

landlord and tenant, registration or titles and deeds, colonization, 

land improvement.and soil conservation etc. Hence, all aspects of 

land administration is .within the purview of the State government. 
' 

On this basis the State owns all land rights. consequent:cy, the 

State- grants the rights to persons ranging from temporary occupation 

license (TOL) to a title with full rights in perpetuaty. The 

issue of use licenses, pennits, land rights and their registration 

therefore, is carried out by the administration of the State and 

district offices. The system adopted in performing duties connected 

with land may vary fran state to State, but the no:rmal pattern is 

to have a controlling officer (a political appointee or the Sultan), 

an executive officer (state Secretary) who is a civil servant and 

the department corresponding with the various Federal Ministeries. 

The State Cormnissioner of Lands may be responsible to the State 

Authority for the due administration of land matters within the 

State and have powers conferred upon the Registrar of Titles 

and Collector of rents and premiums. Each state is divided into 
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districts with district land officers •. The district officer is 

responsible for the accuracy, recording and implementation of land 

matters .such as land transfer, land acquisition, mortgages, 

foreclosure, rent collection, transfer etc. He is also authorized 

to· grant titles to an unoppropriated rural land less than 10 acres 

in extent. On the other hand, urban and industrial lots .and rural 

land grants more than 10 acres 1ri extent are forwarded with the 

officer's recommendation to the State Canmissioner of Lands who 

may grant title., .fix rent and record them. Lots With areal extent 

of more than ;o acres must be approved by the state Council. 

The Federal Government, on the other hand, has no direct 

say in the day-to-day administration of land of.fices. However, 

provisions are made whereby "Parliament may, for the purpose only 

o.f ensuring uniformity of land and policy, make laws with respect 

to land tenure, the relation o.f landlord and tenant, registration 

of titles and deeds relating to land, trans.fer of land, mortgages, 

leases and changes in respect o.f land, casements and other rights 

and interests in land, compulsory acquisition o.f land, rating and 

valuation of landn. 2 Important examples of such laws passed by 

parliament, pertinent to the present study are the Land Development 

Q.rdinance, 1956, the Land Acquisition Act,'1960, Land Group 

settlement Areas Act, 1960 as amended in 1965 and the National 

Land Code, 1965. 

The Federal constitution also provides .for the 

establishment o.f a National Land Council which consists o.f 

representatives fran both the Federal and state Governments with 
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a canplement of 22 members, one tor each state and 11 fran the 

Federal Government. It· is the duty and function of the Council 

to formulate, from time to time, in consultati.on with the Federal 

and State Governments and the National Finance Council, a national 

policy !or the prOlllotion and control of the utilization of land 

throughout the country for mining, agriculture, forestry etc., 

and for the administration of any laws ·relating to the subject. 

Both the State and Federal Governments are obliged to follow the 
J . 

policy so fomulated. In addition, all governments mey- seek the 

advice of the National Land· council in respect of any other 

matters relating to the ~tilization of land.4 

The Federal Constitution also provides that if nafter 

a recommendation f'rOlll an expert committee and after consultation 

with the National Finance Council, the National Land Council and 

the Government of the state concerned, the Yang Di-Pertuan Agong 

is satisfied that it is conducive to the national interest that a 

development plan be put into operation in arf1 area or areas in one 

or more of the States, the Agong may, after publishing the Plan, 

proclaim the area or areas in one or more of the states as a 

development area; and thereupon Parliament shall have power to 

give effect to the developnent plan or any part thereof, 

notwithstanding that any of the matters to which the Plan relates 

are ~atters with respect to which, apart from this Article, only 
5 states would have power to make laws". In this connection 

•development plan• means a plan for development, improvement or 

conservation of the natural resources of a development area, the 
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exploitation of such resources, or the increase of means of 

employment in that area. The constitution also provides for some 

important functions which the Federal Government can effectively 

utili.ze and effect land uses. One such provision is the 

acquisition of land for Federal purposes whereby "if the Federal 

Government is satisfied that land in a state, not being alienated 

land, is needed for federal purposes, that Government may, after 

consultation with the State Government, require the State 

Government, and it shall then be the duty of that Government, to 

cause to be made to the Federation, or to such public authority 

as the Federal Government may direct, such grant of the land as 

the Federal Government may directu. 6 It is relevant to note that 

this provision is seldom used. To a great extent the Government's 

apathy in this respect can be explained by the fact that all state 

G6vernments have accepted the National Land Code as the main Act 

governing land and land matters. such acceptance can be unhealthy 

for extensive land developnent as envisaged by the Federal 

Government for an examination of the land alienation and suitability 

maps of the country indicates the existence of large tracts of 

suitable land straddling two or three state boundaries. In the· 

case of Pahang Tenggara Project, for example, it would have been 

most convenient fran an administrative point of view, if the 

project had been extended to include some of the areas which are 

equally suitable for development in the adjacent eastern parts of 

Negri Sembilan and in r,iorthern Johore. The non-extension of the 

project into these areas which are suitable shows the reluctance 
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of the Federal Government to exercise its constitutional. power. 

Then again in 1970, the Organizational Committee established the 

Muda Authority with powers over land matters, but the Authority 

has remained very cautious in exercising this power until 

Parliament can affirm its existence.? 

The National Land Code replaced at least seven separate 

systems of land laws practised in the various states of the 

Federation. The Act which came into operation on 18th May 1966 

(Act of Parliament No. 56 of 1965) was introduced to bring about 

a uniform land system within the States of Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, 

Malacca, Negri Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, Perlis, Selangor, 

and Trengganu, while separate laws are in operation in the other 

Malaysian states. It is relevant to note that in the past only 

Selangor, Perak, Negri Sembilan and Pahang - members of the 

fonner Federated Malay states - had unif onn land laws, but. the 

other States had their own land laws. The Federated Malay 

states were bound by the Land Code of 1926 which consolidated the 

leasehold system and finally established it as the only system 

of land tenure for these states. In 1965 it was repealed by the 

Land Code, 1965. The National Land Code, 1965, Section 40 . 

declares that there is and shall be vested solely in the State 

Authority the entire property in -

(a) all State land within the territory of the state 

(b) all mineral and rock material within or upon 

any land in the State the rights to which have 

not been specifically disposed by the State Authority. 
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The 1 State Authori t7' in the Aot means, in the Malay States, the 

Ruler of the state and 'State land' means all land in the State 

other than (a) alienated lahd (b) reserved land and (c) any land 

under the provision or q- law relating ot forests (whether passed 

before or after the camnencement of the Act) is for the time 

being reserved fore st. This clearl7 indicates that 1n realit1 

all lands in the State· which have not been alienated to private 

. persons belong to the state. 

Even in the National Land Code, therefore, the executive 

powers of the Central Government and its officers are limited, 

and indeed these are so few and restrictive that the Federal 

Government sometimes finds it difficult to interfere in the land 

administration of the State even if it is in the national interest 

to do so. As land is undoubtedly one ot the most important subjects 

left under state jurisdiction, it is but natural for the State 

GoveP11J11ents to be jealous· of their constitutional rights in this 

matter. It is al.so for this reason that the powers of the 

Federal Goverrunent and its officers have been clearJ.T laid down 

in the National Land Code. Under the Code, the Federal Land 

Oanmissioner has no statutory powers in the State land 

administration, and he acts only' in the role of coordinator and 

consultant. He may consult and correspond with &rf3' state 

Camnissioner for the expressed purposes ot consultation concerning . 
the administration of the Code; with the approval ot the State 

Camnissioner, enter within and inspect the records ot any Land 

Registey or Office in aey state and finally, with the concurre~e 
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of the State Commissioner issue such circulars relating to the 
8 ' 

administ·ration or the Ce>de. As land is vested in the State 

Authority the powers of alienation or State land is exercised 

by the State Executive Councils, comprising of practising 

politicians, on the advice and recommendation of the State 

Commissioner of Lands and Mines. There are occasions where such 

advice had been totally ignored for poli.tical consideration. 

Two provisions in the constitution however, give the 

Federal Government a fairly wide power and authority over land 

management. One is the responsibility given for ca~g out 

official surveys for all land titles. According to Article 

93 (1) and (2) the Federal Government may 11canduct such inquiry 

(whether by Commission or othe·rwise J, aut.hor; $e such surveys and 

collect and publish such statistics as it thinks f'it • • • • • • and 

it shall be the duty of the Government of a State, and of all 

officers and authorities thereof, to assist the Federal 

Government in the execution of its powers under this Article.119 

The registration of a title must await the completion of the 

survey and in tum an individual's right to land depends on the 

registration. The other provision is Federal grants. The 

Constitution provides for the making of grants to the States, the 

annual loan requirements of the State etc. These grants therefore, 

bestow on the Federal Goverrment some authority over land 

administration. 
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Land Alienation 
\ ' In Peninsular Malaysia, all unali~nate,d land in each 

state is vested in the Ruler-in-Council, and the alienation and 

issue of titles to such lands are vested likewis~. Map 1 indicates 

the distribution of different types of land alienation in Peninsular 

Malaysia and Appendix A: shows the areal extent of each category 

as at rnid-1969. The interpolation of the Land capability Map, 

the Land Classification Map and the Land Alienation Map is an 

important exercise in order to obtain the availabilj.ty of land 

for development -and tbe correct utilization of the available land. 

It is observed that 9,600,000 acres or 30 per cent of the total 

acreage of Peninsular Malaysia (32,500_,()()0) have been alienated 

for agricUlture. Of .tllis approximately ?.O per cent are in small 

holdings and about JO per cent in estates. T'he remaining acreage 

is in jungle • 

In the past, alienation of state land was regulated by 

the various State Land Laws and procedures prescribed under their 

respective land rl:ll.e:s• Such a system might have been suitable when 

it was first introduced i:n the late 19th century when the 

population was markedly lower. Demand for land, however, 'has been 

out-stripping the capacity- of most land offices in the country. 

At the time of independence (August 1957) there were 200,000 land 

applications awaiting necessary action. It was reported by the 

Canmissioner of Lands and Mines that by the end of 1962, the number 

of outstanding applications in all land offices excluding Kelm tan 

and Trengganu total.led 135,555. In May 1967 the state of Johore 
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made a survey of pending cases in the State and Table 1.1 shows 

the backlog of land apPlications. 

TABLE 1.1 BACKLOG OF LA.ND .APPLICATIONS, STA'rE OF JQRORE, MAY 
1967 

Land application below ten acres 

Land application ten acres and above 

Application for land in new villages 

Application for pocket land 

Illegal occupation of State land 

Application for title of land 

Application tor change of condition 

Approved application with unpaid rent 

Number 
of Cases 

5,189 

329 

2,181 

448 

6,305 

1,292 

586 

2,510 

Acres 

21,949 

89,337 

l,254 

23,951 

11,us 

Source: survey of Land Administration in Johore, Commissioner 
of Lands and Mines, Johore, 1969. 

It is also reported that J ohore was able to reduc.e this backlog 

by June 1969. However, it is observed that the majority of the 

States still have a ve?7 large number of outstanding applications. 

Although it has been often assured by the authorities concerned 

that the process of land alienation and distribution through 

government aided land developnent proJects would ease the 

situation it must be noted that by the end of 1970, the number 

of families that had been placed in FEIDA and fringe schemes 
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were 22,000 and 25,000 respectively. With the closure of the 

application books, the actual demand for land resulting from the 

natural growth of population must have increased considerably. 

The slow progress of land alienation and the resulting 

confusion, which was already evident at the time of self-government 

in 1955, activated the Government to set up a Committee to look 

into the pro.cess of land alienation in the country and rnake 

necessary recanmendations for improvements. The Re.port submitted 

in 1957, emphatically observed that Uthe rnethod of land alienation 

in Malaya since the war has commonly been such as to cause the 

most work, the most trouble and confusion, take the most time, 

cost the most money, create bothersome bottle-necks and produces 

the poorest economic results for the individual concerned and for 

the canmunity•~.10 One of the fundamental. causes for this situation 

was the initiation of alienation by an individual and not by an 

organi.zation or agency which could be expected to be in a better 

position to have an overall view of the selected area. Invariably, 

almost all the applications were made for personal gains to the 

individual without the least regard to public interest. The 

applicant requested for the land b,e wanted, with boundaries he 

wished, for the area that he liked irrespective of whether it is 

economically viable or not, for his own purpose without giving 
ll 

any consideration to the interest of an;felne else. Under these 

conditions of alienation, the applicant \'Ibo had the most money 

and knowledge about land would be in a n .ore favourable position 

to obtain land rather than those who are really in need of such. 
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On this consideration it can be conjectured that the demand for 

land was probably much greater than the number indicated by 

reported figures. 

The Commission's condannation of the method of land 

alienation in the country as cumbersome and unwieldy is 

justifiable. The problems arising out of' ad hoc alienation had 

also been recognized earlier, and instructions issued to stop 

such a procedure had more or less been ignored. For example; 

although instructions to land officers had specified that land to 

smallholders should not be giveri out in isolated lots but one 

tract should be given and developed at any one time, these were 

not strictly adhered to by either the land officers or the State 

Authorities. · As a result, applications for State land were 

received for scattered areas of various sizes and shapes. By 

entertaining such applications, without prior planning of the 

alienati.on of such areas to smallholders, the land offices were 

inundated with thousands of individual cases which they were 

unable to process. In certain land offices it was discovered 

that applications had not even been registered in the Register 

of Applications but had been left to rot in sane comer of the 

premises.12 

The system under which land alienation was initiated 

by the applicwits and not by the administration left much to be 

desired. In view of the shortcomings mentioned earlier, the 

Conimission was of the opinion th~t in a modern state the 

initiation of land alienation should rest with the State and 
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that haphazard settlement should be avoided.. ·Accordingly, it 

reconunended that areas of land suitable for alienation should be 

located and an initial rough apprais·al of the land tor its economic 

viability should be made prior to dividing in into suitable units. 

Appraising the land ahead of the receipt of application would 

definitely enable a proper plan to be devised with reference to all 

natural features, and provision could also be made for all public 

requirements and facilities such as road reservations, village 

sites, school sites etc .• lJ Such an approach clearly indicates a 

system of planned settlement. The Commission was also of the 

opinion that although planned settlement should be the mode of 

pattern for the future, the existing method of haphazard settlement 

could not be entirely abandoned. It was observed that many settlers 

would need additional areas to build up their holdings to 

economically viable units in order to obtain a fair living standard. 

It was also agreed that areas of land close to existing settlements 

could also be retained for this purpose wherever possible. 

Furthermore, the interests· of all classes of land-seekers would 

also have to be considered and accordingly, the administration 

should aim at preserving a reasonable degree of contentment among 

intending and potential applicants for land.14 It must be 

mentioned that this was probably the first time that planned land 

settlement had been suggested as a means of overcoming the problems 

created by poor land alienation and administration in Peninsular 

Malaysia. 
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, Under the National Land Code, the alienation of State 

·land therefore, is carried out by the state Authority, and is 

disposed in perpetuity or for a term not exceeding ninety-nine 

years. Land alienated for purposes other than agriculture 

includes, mining land, town land, urban and industrial land, 

aboriginese reserves and Maley reserves including grazing reserves, 

forest and game reserves. 'fhe National Land Code has definite 

provisions as to the tenns ~nd conditio~s under which the state 

grants land. The extent of the leasehold ownership as given in 

the Code provides that any person or body to whan land has been 

alienated •••••• shall be entitled to the exclusive use of so much 

of the column of air-space above the surf ace of the land and so 
15 much below the surface. Rent is another important condition 

under which land is granted and accordingly the alienation of. 

state land will be in consideration of the payment of an annual 

rent.
16 

As the rent payable in respect of any alienated land is 

b ttebt due to the State Authority, non-p<\Ylllent of rent may mean . 
the forfeiture of the land. Conditions pertaining to the use of 

alienated land is another important provision in the eode. In 

this connection the Code recognized three categories of land use 

viz agriculture, building and industry. Agriculture is defined 

as ·ttthe cultivation of any crop (including tree cultivation fo.r 

the purpose of their produce), market-gardening and the breeding 

and keeping of livestock and fish".16 When land is alienated 

under the category 'agriculture' it must be used for this purpose 

only and the bona fide commencement of cultivation of land shall 
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be made within twelve months of the relevant date ci.nd the whole 

area of land must be brought under cultivation within three years.17 

Three other significant conditions stipulated under this ca~egory 

of land use are forest, the area under cultivation must be 

maintained and cultivated according to the rule-s of good husbandry. 

Se-cond, it must be under continuous cultivation.and third, no 

building may be erected on the land other than for certain 

specific purposes. The specific purposes mentioned are for the 

occupation of the lawfUl owner, his servants or employees or !or 

the purpose .of carrying out the agricultural activities. All 

these conditions and stipulations suggest a control over land use 

in general and a greater controlling power for the State in the 

plarll'ling of land use, for upon any breach arising of ans· condition 

to which any alienated land is for the time being subject, the 

land Shall become liable to forfeiture to the State Authority.18 

The Land (Group Settlement Areas) Act, 1966 

Amended by 

Land (Group Settlement Areas) (Amendment) Act No. 51/65 

This is a highly significant Act which affected the 

existing land holding and alienation policy relationships between 

the Federal Government and the State Governments, and made it 

possible for the Federal Government to undertake large-scci.le 

development schemes. The main purpose of the Act was to establish 

group settlement areas 'Which also required an unitonnity of law 

and policy w:i.th respec\ not only to the establishment of group 
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settlement areas but also to the conditions of alienation and 

occupation of such lands. Under this Act the state Authority 

(Ruler or Govemor of the State) may permit the Developnent 

Authority to develop any State land as a group settlement area 

for which purpose the State Authority may make an agreement with 

the Development Authority relating to -

(a) the location and area of site; 

(b) the division of such land into rural and urban 

settlement areas.; 

(c) the appropriate crop or crops to be grown; 

(d) the .size of holdings and the nwnber, nature 

and size of parcels thereof; 

(e) the rate at which premium, rent and other 

charges are to be collected; 

(f) the terms and conditions upon which the 

Development Author:ity m~ own or occupy 

housing sites within any urban settlement 

area. 

Under the declaration by the State Authority the area in question 

to be developed as a Group settlement area, the land is vested 

in the Federal: Authority. The Authority then can proceed with 

the development of the area maintaining all ownership records and 

title until such time as the settler has paid his loari and other 

obligations in full. When the payment of loan is carried out in 

full the developed land is re-vested in the state and a title to 

a specific lot is re-issued to the settler. 
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Three other important aspects which have a direct 

bearing on the present stuey are: the definition of 1 rural 1 and 

'urban•, the occupation of rural holdings and the prevention of 

subdivision and fra@'llentation. A rural holding may be of such 

as the Minister may approve and shall comprise one or more parcels 

o~ land within a rural settlement area for occupation by one 

individual holder, and all rural holdings shall, as far as 

possible, be of equal area.19 An urban holding, on the other 

hand, may comprise one or more parcels of land in an urban 

settlement area f'or occupation by a person or persons or 

corporation for one or more purposes as may be specified by the 

Cormnissioner (Offices appointed by the State Authority) with 

the approval of the State Authority. 20 

Definite qualifications are stipulated in the Act for 

the occupation of a rural holding. Accordingly i no person, other 

than a citizen is eligible for the occupation of a holding so long 

as such a holding continues to be state land. The amount of land 

already owned by the settler or bis wife is also taken into 

consideration. This requirement shows that no person who is an 

owner or a co-owner of aI\V land other than 

(a) country iand not exceeding two acre's in area or 

(b) a single plot of town land used solely for his 

own residential purposes, or 

(c) both such country and town land 

is eligible to occupy a rural holding so long as such holdill€ 

continues to be a state Land. However, if the group settlement 

; 
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area is for the purpose o! supplementing the existing tmeconomic 

small holding, the Minister may direct that the maximum of two acres 

specified be increased to not more than six acres. In this 

connection any land held separately by husband and wife is aggregated. 

The occupation and subsequent utilization of the land including the 

types of crops to be planted is subject to the control of the Manager 

{appointed by the Development Authority) after consultation with 

the State· Authority), 

Specific preventive measures are· embodied in the Act · 

against sub-div:isi.on of holding. A rural hOlding is alienated only 

to one individual person and no joint ownership is permitted. 

Moreover no land comprised in a rural holding be subdivided at any 

time ahd no rural holding can either be held by way of undivided 

shares QJ" leased or sublet in whole or in parts. 21 On the death 

of a settler the land is transmitted only to a single owner and if' 

defaulted the holding shall be disposed and proceeds of sale of 

holding will be dealt with according to law. 

Nationa], Land Rehabilitation and Con~olidation Authority Act, 1966 
This is an Act to incorporate tbe National Land 

Rehabilitation and Consolidation Authority (FELCRA.) to be charged 

with the responsibility for the rehabilitation and development of 

any areas within the States of Malaya. The Authority• s activities 

and functions are governed by the Land (Group Settlement Areas 

{Amendment) Act, 1965.discussed earlier, and needs no elaboration 

here.. FELCRA t. s activities are examined at length in Chapter 3. 

• 
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.A:PPENDIX A 
Estimated. Areas of Alienated and Gazetted Lcµid Categories in Acres for .Peninsular M~aysia 

(Mid-1969 Land Capabili.ty Classification Programme Statistics) 

Alienated f o~ Alienated for 
State land Agrict:!.l ture MiE-iD€. Malay Reserves Grazi:pg Reserves 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
of Total of Total of Total of TotaJ. of TotaJ. 

State Acres State Acres Agricul- Acres Mining Acres MaJ.a:y Acres Grazing 
Land tU.re Reserves Reserves 

Perils 6,624 .1% 126,684 i .3;.s 1,242 .}% 12,420 • ]lb 414 .7% Kedah 28,773 .4rc, 1 ,084 AT3 11. 3fa 6,210 l.~fo 315,675 7 .J}o 12,834 21.gi;t 
Perak 325,197 4.07:; 1,483,155· 15.41'1 198,306 51.1% 1,291,887 29 8"'1 8,694 14.~ • ~o Pena.ng and 15,lll .2;6 205,55:1. 2.17; Prov. Wellesley 
Kelantan 283 ,176 3.5jb 796,743 B.JJ~ 1,656 .4% 1,773,162 41.oy.; 11,385 19.4% Selan.gar 240,327 3.0Jc 980,9]3 10. a-;£ 72~657 18. 7To 109,917 2.% 1,035 1.8;0 
M.alacca 14,283 .~~ 345,483 3.&j; 1,035 .J;b 
Negri Sembila.n 132,273 l.6}'b 696,555 7.Zfa 6,417 1. 77~ 97,497 2.]'£ 7,038 12.o;b 
Pal1ang 4,337,478 54.0fo 17198,530 12 .,5fo 47 ,610 12.31; 539,235 12.5% 7 ,245 12.4% 
Johore 844 ,767 10 .5fo 2,159,424 22.4t:i 40,986 10 .6}G 185,265 4 .)o/o 9,522 16.~~ 
.Trengganu 1,805,454 22.57~ 544,410 5. 7~~ 11,592 3.o;~ 3,105 .:I;fo 414 • 77., 

Peninsular 
Malaysian 8,033,463 100.cy, 9,621,981 100.0}6 387,711 

··.d' 

100.0fo 4,328,163 100.()%', 58,581 100.Q}G 
Total 

24. 751~ 29.6'3% 1.19% 13.33~~1 O.l&fa 

Source: Preliminary data, Economic Planning Unit, Kuala .Lmnpur ~ Malaysia. 

H 
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APPENDIX A (cont.) 

Aborigine Alienated/Reserved 
Reserve Forest Reserves Gaine Reserves for other ~urEoses Total 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Peroen"t 
of Total pf Total of Total of Total of 

Acres Aborigine Acres Forest Acres Game Acres Other Acres .Grand 
Reserves Reserves Reserves Purposes ·. Total 

51,336 a-1 • 'jO 2,898 1.17; 201,618 .6% 
861,948 10.% 29;601 11.3'/S 2,339,514 1 .z~: 

14,490 21.5% 1,778,130 21.7/ 15,939 l.J:Xi 37,881 14.4?': 5,153,679 15.~; 

13,248 • 2fi.· 19,251 7 .3;::. 253 ,161 .87, 
578,151 7.ll 261,234 17 .4;;.' 14 ,283 5.4/; 3,719,790 11.57 

6~210 9 2·> 508,806 6.z. 18,216 1,2/. 42,435 16.lf:. 1,980,576 6 .1;x; • /·i 
1,035 1.5/ 33,120 .4/ 13 ,248 5.0/:. 408,204 1.3/ 

H 15,318 22. 7/~ 664 i263 8.lf· 22,770 BT 1,642 ,131 5.1/ . /: H 

18,630 27 .6/ 1,878,111 22.9t. 828,621 55.2/1 14;283 5.4/) 8,869,743 27 .3;, 
9,522 14.lj.) 1,219,023 14.9/ 167,463 11.2/. 57,132 21.. 7;. 4,693,104 14-5/0 
2,277 3.4/. 609,822 7 .4;' 210,105 14.0J.:: 9,108 3.5;'. 3,196,287 9.87~ 

67 ,482 100.0/, 8,195,958 100.0/ 1,501,578 l00.07; 262,890 loo.o;; 32 ,457 ,807 100.0/ 

0,21/ 25.257', 4.63/{, o.8ll· 100}'..~ 
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Qbapter 2 

Land Developnent Policies and Procedure 

Land is one of the readily available resources of 

Malaysia and is followed by manpower. In most south and Southeast 

Asian countries there exists a close relationship ·between man and 

land which can be utilized to achieve the government's economic 

and social objectives.. Land development is not bound by fomida.ble 

constraints as is the case with industrial development. But it is 

important to establish basic policies that will provide the 

necessary incentives to both the settlers and the administrators. 

Land development to be successful require a strong and eff active. 

central body with ample flexibility to cope with any situation 

that may arise, and with sufficient scope for independent decision 

making. Tun Dr. !Slllail bin Datuk Abdul Rahman, initiated a 

proposal, in March 1955, for the creation of an independent 

Authority under Federal auspices to undertake land development 

schemes and relieve to some extent the State Governments of their 

responsibilities for this aspect of land. In May 1955, the 

proposal was discussed with the Mentri Besa.rs and Resident 

Camnissioners and it received the approval of the majority of the 

State and settlement Governments. Prior to the final decision, 

the Federal Government thought it was expedient to obtain an 

examination of the proposal by a Working Party. 
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.The working Party 

The Government set up a Working Party, in August L955, 

with the •following terms or reference. 

(a) To assess the need in the·varioua States and 

Settlements for assistance fran the Federal 

Government in the developnent of new areas for 

land settlement, and in the light of this 

assessment 

{b) To make recanmendations with special reference 

to financial and administrative aspects, 

on the most suitable organization for 

·providing such assistance. 

In its findings the working Party was emphatic of the 

need for planned devel.opment in the country and concluded that the. 

traditional. methods of development and expansion of ~gricultural 

land as in the past by large estates and by Malay and Ohine,se 

smallholders, would not probably t~ke place on t·he scale that 

prevailed in the ear~ years of the 20th century. The less rapid 

expansion of the· large estates during this period can be explained 

by the reluctance of the owners, mainly Europeans, to increase 

their investments because of the doubts over the future economic 

policies of the col.intry. This reluctancy is to be expected for 

nationalizing of foreign-owned assets was a common feature in 

many of the newly emergent countries., and this was the underlying 

concern of the foreign investors in :the country. To this could 

probably be added the lack of confidence in an indigenous 
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go:vemment. According to the Working Party the develoPlllent b1 

smallholders had also lost impetus due to the fact tbat many· of 

the Chinese smaJ.lhoiders ~ere forced to live under circumscribed 

conditions of New Villages during the emergene1 whilst in the 

areas settled m~i"nl.y bY M8.:J.ays, populatitm growth had red~ced the, 

~ea available -.for turthe~ ~a.ion and Cievelopmerit~ und.e~ these 

dit-cumahances thei4etor~j th'9 working Part1 emphasized thil!I vitcil 

necessity for "the land resources to be carefully assessed and 

husbandedtt. Furthermore., tbe Working Party was of the opinion 

thati 11Iarge areas for new development should be alienated only 

after being planned"., '.The International Bank for Reconstruction 

and Development (IBRD) too, was al;ready aware of the need for 

planned agricultural development and expansion in the country •. 

In vie.w Of this need the IBRD recommended that a land use survey 

should be set up so as to overcome what it considered as one of 

the serious handicaps in the planning of Land development in 

PeninSUl.ar Malaysia, namely,; the·inadequaey of dataon agricultural 

patterns and agricUltural potentialities •1 

Some of the suggestions and recommendations of the 

Working Party are noteworthy in that their proper implementation 

would certainly rectify, to a degree, some of the shortcomingi;i of 

the traditional agricultural. sector. The comprehension -and 

emphasis of the fact that there is a vital need for planned and 

co-ordinated· developnent of land to. ensure that economic development 

went hand in hand with social development is laudable. Associated 

w:ith·thisis the opinion that if steps are to be taken to open up 
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new areas., then it is essential that provision of roads, schools, 

health services etc. should be an integral part of any plan from 

the beginning. The Working Party also considered that economic 

development must be adequately co-ordinated and controlled to a 

greater degree to ensure that the, size of holdings is adequate, 

that steps are taken to prevent fragmentation, that a settler 

should have'· in addition to a cash crop., one or more subsidiary 

crops, and that a reasonable standard of agriculture and animal 

husbandry is maintained. The control of the size of holding, the 

prevention of fragmentation and the introduction of cash crops are 

significant consi.derations for the country in order to develop the. 

economy oi the rural segment. That the $1ze of holding controls 

the earning capacity of the settlers needs no elaboration. But 

sane may consider that the smaller the holding the more intensively 

or frequently will it be cropped, and consequently, a higher 

outpu,t with a smaller holding. It must however, be emphasized 

,that under the existing conditions of smallholdings, 

intensification reduces the output per man-hour. This is 

especially so where land is intensified under pressure or 
• 

increased population where agricultural labour increases at a 

higher rate than agricultural output. Fragmentation, on the other 

hand, has been one of the greatest constraints in South and 

Southeast Asian countries. Beside,s other factors the increasing 

population growth aided by the laws of inheritance has perpetuated 

subdivision and fragmentation of hold:ings to sizes which are 

presently uneconomic and less amenable to the introduction of 
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improvenents and modern technology. Whatever steps taken towards 

the prevention of rraErlJlentation is a rational one to safe-guard 

the future econanic v:iability of the settler holdings. 

The need for Federal ass.istance was also assessed by the 

Working Party fran the results of a questionnaire circulated in 

the various States and Settlements. It was evident that in the 

east coast St.ates of Pahang, Kelantan, Trengganu, and al.so in 

Kedah and .Johore, there was sufficient land available for 

development. In the· otner States the availability howe:ver, was 

not so favourable, as the Working Party considered availability 

of land in tenns .of blocks of 2,000 acres.. Large areas of such 

acreage w~re available in Pahang, especially in Temerloh and 

Bentong districts. In Kelantan such availability was greatest in 

Tanah Merah district. In Kedah land of poor quality was available,, 

especially in tne foothill areas amounting to over 100,,000 acres. 

In Trengganu and Johore sufficient land was available for further 

development. Although land was available for development the 

demand was high. In P ahang, Kelantan and Trengganu there was an 

urgent. need for land among those living in the more densely 

populated areas. The demand for land can be appreciated from the 

fact that in Pahang alone there were applications for 30,000 acres 

pending in the land office. In T,rengganu there were 13, 246 

applications awaiting necessary action, and in Kedah and Perlis . 

there were 15,000 and 9,000 applications respectively for land. 

It is therefore, evident that with the exception of Selangor, 

Malacca and Johore,, there was the urgent need for land in the 
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o.ther States. Furthennore, the administration in almost all the 

States did not either have the necessary complement of staff to 

deal with the large number of applications or the finance to carry 

out the work. In view. of the staff and finance inadequacies., the. 

Working Party was of the opinion that most or the states would 

require Federal assistance if they were to open up new areas 

speedily. 

With the recognition of the countey•s need for planned· 

land-development, the Working Party recommended a suitable 

organization to implement such a progr~e satisfactorily. In 

connect'ion with Federal assis.tance,, tbe .Working Party was of the 

opinion that a Federal Authority with powers of financing and 

carr,ying out individual scheme.s would be- too remote fr.Om. the State 

and the people who are to be assisted. This conclusion . was based 

on the fact that under the Federation of Malaya Agreement,, the 

development of land withi_n a State is a state- matter a.nd_"it 

would seem desirable that a land development ·scheme in any area 

should be conceiver .. put into effect and carried to ftiltion by 

a local agency with the fullest knowledge and co.-operation of the 
2 . . 

local·popu).ationn. · In its recommendation therefore,, the Working 

Party considered that the organization for providing Federal 

assistance for land development S'Chemes should be decentralized 

i.e. Local Developnent Authorities,, set Up by th~ Ruler-in-Council,, 

for each-scheme, would be responsible for the planning and 

execution of the projects~ The Federal. Land Development Authority,, 

on the other hand, would be responsible for the contribution o£ 
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funds and resources to such schemes as may be approved on mutually 

agreed terms. These Boards or Local Authorities could therefore,, · 

seek financial assistances- f r6tn the Federal Land Developnent 

Authority. 

It is evident that the powers and functions of the, toe.al 

Development Authoritie,e were veey much broader than the above 

provisions would seem to sugge_st. It was intended that the Local 

Authorities should endeavour to develop and organize f'armil::lg 

,cooummities within each development area to the stage ,men they 

WQuld become economically and socially viable entities. •Rural 

cormnunities• within the. context of t·he Report included not onl.y 

- the peasat1tr;y "with few a.ere.a each,· 1but also tt1e. ·educated Malays 

in order to'· evolve a class of farmers fully competent to develop 

medium-size holdings up to 100 acres capable of generating riirther 

employment. This ell.ass of settlers would fonn a middle-class 

farming canmunity bridging the gap between the large estate 

development c;md the peasant smallholdings,, and was expected to 

enrich the country both economically and socially. With this 

objective in mind, the working Party strongly suggested that the 

Local De'i/elopment Authori,ties should not limit their Land 

development functions to assisting smallholder_s but to extend such· 

aid and assistance to persons interested in opening medium-size 

holdings up to 100 acres. It can there.tore,, be obsened that the 

special functions of the Local Land Development Authority are not 
,- . 

confined solely to the upliftment. of the economic status of the 

landless and the .poor peasantry,,. but also to aid the relatively 
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well-to-do. By this process it was envisaged to enhance the 

national wealth and strengthen further the position and role of 

the middle-class wh,ich was a relatively small stratum in 

Malaysian society. 

Another important &.spect discussed by the w.orking Party 

was whether the Local Development Authority should concern its'elf 

with land that had already been al,ienated but was being 

inefficiently utilized or developed, especia.Uy in those areas 

which had been long settled and would benefit through redewlopment. 

This implied, in a way, the :tntroductiori of some .form of "land 

ref omi:11 measu·res, although this was considered as secondary to 

···the opening up of· new State Land. Another question discussed ·by 

the Working Party was whether the Local Authority coUld interest 

itself in the consolida1;.ion of holdings. This draws attention to 

. the t'a:ct that the problem of uneconomic hol.dihgs due to excessive 

subdivision or fragmentation was recognized. But because of 

possible. repercussions on the existing popular feeling,, the 

Working party considered this aspect should· be avoided by the. 

Local A:uthorities, and should confine itself to simple projects 

in order to reduce the problems that mq arise and. also to 

minimize the number of unknown factors. It is rather unfortunate 

that the Working :Party considered the problem of uneconanic 

holdings and the· rectification of tramnentation as matters not 

conoeming development but rather.as problems of administration, 

and as. such the Local Authority should not concern itself with 
J 

such schemes. The mere recognition of the fact ·Of subdivision 
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and fragmentation indicates the awareness wl:lere .the farmers · 

were concem~d, the incessant subdi~ision of the family holdings 

made the individual farms usually much too small to pennit the 

acqUisition of sufficient wealth to invest in improvements to 

e.nhance its productivity. Table 2.1 indicates the degree of' 

framnentation at that time. It is evident that at least 55 per 

cent of' all fanns consists of two or more parcels • Under these 

circumstances- such an attitude of the Working Party appears to 

be the avoidance of one of the major problems plaguing the rural 

sector. 

TABLE 2 .• 1 NUMBER OF PARGELS COMPRIS~G· FARMS :eY TENURE ST1i.'I'US 
(1960)* 

Tenure Number of Parcels 10 & 
1 2 3 4 5 5-9 over 

Owner 263,456 132,340 67,122 34,202 15,286 13,448 l,058 
Tem.pora;ry 
Occupation·:. 18,580 15,836 2,176 ·492· 32 0 
Licence 

Tenant 44,922 JJ,790 7 .. 492 2,516 666 506 22 

Other Single 
Tenure 26,274 19,938 4,582 1,220 344 188 2 

Owner/ 
J6,836 'l'enant 2,858 14,278 9,274 5,0JO 4,884 512 

Other Mixed 
Tenure 59,512 3,484 24,410 16,272 7,758 7,192 396 

Total 449,650 208,246 120,060 63,976 29,128 26,250 1,990 

* source: Agricultural Census, 1960 
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It is a fact that future fragmentation and creating of uneconomic 

holdings can be solved administratively, but the·problem Of 
-

soiving the existing situation can be one of active development. 

The avo~dance of this problem is ~erstandable but the attitude 

can be considered negative, especially in view of the urgency or 

the problem. Emphasis must be made. that the number of people 

:with uneconomic holdings was far greater. than the number who can 

be resettled in new holdings in about two decades ( vide Table 2. 2). 

TABtE 2.,2 BREAKDOWN OF FARMS Br SIZE (1960 )* 

Size Number Percentage .Area Percentage 
{acres) 

Less than 1 acre 45,,892 10.2 31,zn 1.4 

l - li 791666 17.7_ 115,085 5.1 

2 _, 2~ 78,014 17.3 19.3,,569 ·a.6 
J - 3~ 57,426 · 12.9 200,514 9.0 

4 - ~ 41,726 9.3 189,'935 8.5 

5 - 7~ 72,,074 16.0 446,,247 '19.9 

7! - <Ji 28,678 6.4 ~..256,155 11.4 

Below 10 acres 403.,446 89.4 1,432,782 63.9 

* Source: Agricultural Census, 1960 

The Working Party, in fact,, had missed the ideal opportunity to 

lay the foundation for the stabilization or elimination of an . . 
important land problem where politics and econanics became 

involved with each other on the issue. This can be substantiated 
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tr.om Asia and Latin America where r.apid increase of rural 
_., 

population causing continuous subdivision of holdings has given 

i~ise to politically explosive situations. 

The reoanmendations of the Working Party can be 

considered as cautious. For example, it was felt that a land 

developn,ent scheme would not be successful if a settler came to 

a new area still thinking of his distant kampung as his hane. 

This idea was·based on t-he assumption that a settler could never· 

secure permanent. acceptance in a canmunity of a diff ~rent social. 

structure and c11stans, Based on this apprehension, the Working 

Party adVised the Local Development .Authorities either to 

undertake the expansion of existing kampung areas by peripheral 

d.ev:elopment thereby obtaining new· settlers from the overflow of 

the existing kampungs 01' by the movement or' complete camnunity 

units into new areas. It was also envisaged that once a whole 

coinmunity has been. successfully.established in a new area, there 

would be pressure by o.thers to join it, and that the Local 

A:uthori tie's should therefore, wait for this growth to arise 

naturally rather than attempt to create it by the introduction 

of individual settlers from afar who might not readily fit into 

the existing cormnunity. The above recommendations merit an 

analysis here. 

The recamnendations suggest that insufficient account 

of the local conditions has been taken, and also an inadequate 

understanding of the farmers in general, and more specifically, 

their sooio-economi.c background.· -It appears that the conclusions 
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w~re influenced more by conditions prevailing in other t·ropical 

non-Asian countries rather than on the particular conditions in 

the area under consideration. It must be stressed that measures 

cannot be recommended just because they have been successful 

elsewhere, perhaps in coonection with quite different 

characteristics and different densities of population •. This is 

a general mistake made by inainy policy makers in the past., and had 

al.so led to much confusion in most developing countries. The 

Working Party's position is underst&hdable tor they were faced 

with the serious limitation of lack of adequate data. Under the 

then prevailing circumstances theref0re, the recamnendations -were 

bound to be based on intuitive theoretical rationalization or on 

conditions prevailing in other countries • Fo.r example, the 

conclusion that t-he rural community in Peninsular Malaysia is so 

diversified that settlers would find it difficult to accept and 

adapt a new environment is untenable. Highly heterogenous rural 

can.rnunities do exist in several African countries, and it is so 

even in Indonesia and the Philippines. But the rural camnunity 

of Peninsular Malaysia is relatively homogenous, and can be 

considered to have very little differences within the colmD.unity. 

Furthennore, the fact that the development of modem Malaysia .is 

relatively new and a large number of settlements cannot be traced 

back to more than three or four generations, indicates that the 

pioneering spirit exhibited by the earlier generations would not 

canpletely disappear within this canparatively short period or 

time. Hence, the mixing of conununities and the acceptance of 
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one another in new areas is unlikely to be alien to their lives 

in the .existing Malaysi~ scene:. With more .responsiveness and· 

greater flexibility in their approach, the Working Party would 

have contributed. much to lay- a firmer foundation for land 

development in Malaysia. In this oonnecti.on a relevant quote is 

"Myrdal holds tha-t development is not a mechanical process :of 

adding to capital stock, human st~s, technc:>logical. knowledge 

and artifices but a matter of institutional change,. or attitude:· 

and behaviour patterns • •• • • that distinguish a human society fran 

a colorw -of ant.s. Changes in these intangibles can be brought 

about by an understanding of the springs of human action in the 

less-developed countries. And· eq\.\ally with the observable,, 

~elitsurable econanic .facts, the ·values govern!ing the behav,iour and 

.att-itudes of individual as well. as group, become the subject for 

analysis and policy. To have these out for reasons of exigency 

and anacyticaJ.· neatness is, according to Myrdal, tantamount to 

evading the issue,n-.3 It must be emphasized that if the exist~ng 

agricUltural. pattern i·s to be changed there should be a determined 

effort to change the whole structure of the .peasantry which 

already indicate.s a high potential for growth and ·developnent. 

It has been suggested that the projects should 

concentrate on_ the development of peripheral. areas around already 

established settlements.. Land development, it is obsel"Ved, was 

accepted partly as an effort to relieve the congestion in the 

already developed land, and partly, to satisfy the_demand for 

additional land. The fringe and per:i:pheral. type of development 
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recanmended does not solve the problem for the reason that if 

land was ·available within the existing areas where such pressures 

w~re present, then the problems would not have initially arisen. 

Moreover, it is evident that there is already a definite pressure 

on the kampung lands leading to smaller and smaller holdings 

giving lower per capita·incanes. 

The Working Party also considered the crops to be grown 

in the selected areas. Basing their rationale on the Gezira 

Scneme, a conclusion was made that ttadditional profit-making 

elements which may provide the key to the success of a scheme in 

the Federation are likely to be found in the selection of the 

highest yielding materials on the best soils, in the use of 

Central processing and marketing to improve the product of a 

smallholder and possibly in mechanization". Furthermore, it was 

the opinion tbat the Local Authority should only plan as the main 

crop, only qrops which are well-established in the country, and 

in wbich the unknown factors can be kept to a minimum. The main 

crops recamnended were rubber and coconuts but in specific areas 

oil palm., pineapple, cof.fee, tea, cocoa and paddy may be grown. 

Subsidiary crops were also recommended, and it was considered 

desirable to make provision for dusun or paddy land to supplement 

the main cash crop. 

The introduction of additional profit-making elements 

was a good strategy, but limiting it to crops which are well-

established in the countr:y indicates the over-cautious attitude 

of the Working Party. The emphasis on rubber and coconuts and 
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the provision or dusun ~r paddy. lahd to suppieibeht th~ main cifup 
suggests the perpetuation bf the traditional agricultural pattem. 

lindoob.teclly J toubbe:r and Ct:>c6huts ·:are ecologically well-adapted to 

p.eaisant fanning pradtices) and according to the recommendation 

tntt dusWi or paddy .lahd bec0mes the appurtenariae ot the ma:l.n 

holding. Such a pattern nave successfully maintained traditional 

type of economy, but the present day objective is to revise the 

peasa:nt:cy·• s existing level of livelihood. The inherent deficiency 

of rubber as a peasant crop catering to the world market need no 

elaboration. But the smallholders' viability to obtain a good 

market price .due to tbe lower and variable· quality of their 

product, and the lack of bargaining power is wellknown. In 

addition, the pattern suggested needs the divided interest in 

farming both types of holdings. Under these conditions both the 

rubber and dusun or paddy' are bound to suffer. Underemplcyment 

in the farming sector is a fact, but this does not mean. that such 

labour cotil.d be utilized for the newly settled areas at its 

maximum f'or there would be an insufficient supply of labour to 

meet the demands of both rubber and dusun or . padc:J.v in seasons o.! 

high labour requirements. Rubber demands more efficient 

cultivation and maintenance practices in order to obtain a better 

product - for the competitive market. Hence, the divided labour 

inputs between these lands can bring about labour shortages, and 

will detract from both the value and quality and also from tbe 

quantity of the cash crop. Land development means much more than . 

the attempt to perpetuate the existing agricultural pattern. 
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In the present circumstarl~el:i th~ •unkfiown• is .i'a:r ~uperior to the 

•known'. All economic act:i.\d.ties. contain an element of risk, and 

a weli-e~tabiish assuti:tptibn ih economic theory is that people act 

r~t~onaiilr to ~Xilnize a ttertali.ri advantage. The Working Pa:rty was 

w~il awate or ttte pr±c~ and irtcdme fluctuation~ lssociated with 

rubber. The advantage of factor land was aVailabie; and to 

maximize this advantage would have been a more rational view .• 

Res:tructuririg the existing traditional pattern with emphasis on 

newe·r crops would therefore, have laid a better foundation from 

the very be~nq.:ing of land developm~nt and resettlement for the 

count17. 

From the social objective .of creating new and more. 

dynamic coltlm.Wli.ties, it has generally been accepted that such 

cOIDlllunities could beat be created under new env:ironmental 

conditions·, so that the constraints of the old and traditional 

villages woUl.d be .reduced and the p:rospects of moulding new 

cCXIUnunities with modern attitudes would be greater·. The idea 

was excellent, but i:t was rather unfortunate that a serious 

programme was not initiated, for it is stated that the various 

local Authorities "should not endeavour to initiate s,olutions 

before the specific problems develop". 4 The creation of new 

and more dynamic communities necessitates that those in the know 

and those in power should initiate and not necessarily confine 

their activities to solve problems as they arise. Leadership is 

much more than mere problem solving which can be conveniently 

carried out by middle-level admini~trators with sufficient 
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financial resources. The recommendation that problems should be 

solved at the local level ehows an incomprehension of the nature 

and extent of the rural problem which the Working Party was 

entrusted to s'olve,, for the.re was very little attempt to visualise 

the problem as a national one that ne.eded solutions on a national 

scale. 

.The National Land Council 

When Malaya achieved independence the ·National Land 

Council (1Ntc) was set up to look into the various land policies 

of the country,, including land development which formed a major 

:item of discussion at its meeting, especially during the first 

few years of it·s ·establishment. The establishment of the NiLC 

was significant £or its decisions under krticle 91 (5) of the 

Co11stitution was binding on both the Federal and State 

Governments. In one of the first Working papers prepared by the 

Minister of Natural Resources, it was recognized that Peninsular 

Malaysia was essentially a primary producer with land as its most 

important source .of wealth. It was also stressed that any 

increase in the national wealth of the country must come, in a 

large measure, from the wider and better use of the land resources. 

The better utilization of land was considered important because 

of the demographic structure which was,, and still is, essentially 

within the young age-group, with prospects of early entry into 

marriageable age. The new families resulting from such a 

population structure must invariable depend entirely on land 
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resources for their livelihood, in fact their whole existence, as 

_ job opportunities in the other sectors were not forthcoming 

rapidly. If employment opportunities were not available. to these 

new families or if they were denied of land for farming, they 

would be forced to enter into 1'empo:rary Occupation Licences or 

illegal occupation of State land as the only alternative. Such 

an alternative would certainly, worsen the existing problems of 

land administration. As Per;dnsular Malaysia was in the final 

phase of suppressing the insw-gency during the period under 

consideration, it was feared that if the land situation in the 

country was not ~proved and greater opportwiit-y given the youths, 

they would fall pr.ey to communist propaganda, and thus prolong 

the emergency which the country could ill af.ford.5 In view of 

the above fears, there was the general concensus in favour of a 

more rational land development programme. 

The NLC fully endorsed the Governm.ent 1 s policy of 

considering land as the primary source of-wealth which must not 

be p.ennitted to deteriorate but allowed to improve and increase 

where possible. Hence, the initial objective o! the NLC was to 
~ 

organize a fitting landadministratJion in order to conserve the 

natural resources. With this in view the NLC laid down the 

necessary principl~s for proper land use: 

1. to increase the total yield from present resources, • 

2. to increase and improve the resources themselves, and 

3. to ensure wherever. possible that land is put to 

_ use for which it is best suited in order to 
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maintain a maxim.um yield over as long a period 

as possible~ 

It was recognized that the pa.ttem of land development 

for the country should not be limited to providing for the 

population at the then existing level of development of the 

fanning sector. This was an i.11portant conclusion for the reason 

that it 1'.IOUld be useless for the country as a whole to create a 

further 100,000 families capable only of a hand-to-mouth existence 

at subsistence level with an average income of $60 per month. 

The object then was to have families, both of smallholder and a 

type of e·state labourers, who will receive a socially acceptable 

income which will be adequate for educational expenditure of the 

children, besides others. To meet such an objective, a different 

type of smallholding develoPlllent was envisaged in which 

econanical.ly viable units would be utilized to fonn larger 

clusters of estates in which the infrastructural requirements 

could be met at reasonable cost. '.('his would cause, on the one 

hand, the termination of the old system of alienating one or two 

acres as usually requested by individual applicants, and on the 

other, the inauguration of a model whereby the applicants must 

apply for land in areas reserved for such development. It would 

also mean a change in the old pattem of estate development of 

self-contained labollr lines with a social life far divorced fran 

the society at large. Since the development of the settled 

families should not be restricted to only one ·generation but 

carried forward to future generations, it was emphatic that 
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fragmentation or sub,-division of these smallholdings be controlledP 

Since land development was to be integrated with the 

social development of the rural communities, it was necessary that 

the development of new areas should be through the establistunent 

of villages or kampungs, and not by means of scattered holdings 

and dwellings. such a pattern of settlement development was 

considered essential for the economic provision of essential 

service such as schools and other community facilities. The 

acceptance of the fact that land must continue to be developed 

by capitalist enterprises necessitated that such development 

should be planned very carefully .if it is to be on the basis of 

smallholdings • Such a procedure was socially desirable and 

economically necessary, for the •estates' thus created would not 

only provide employment opportunities among the smallholder 

communities, but also, allow the introduction of improved stock 

material and techniques. These 1 smallholder estates' could also 

serve as a means to attract rural industries and trade, and in 

turn would possibly emerge as processing and marketing centres. 

Fran the social point of view this type of development was also 

desirable, for it woUld prevent the •estate• workers living in 

isolation away from the other conmunities. However, at this 

stage, the planner had very little expertise to depend on and 

very little experience to fall back on. Hen.ce, it was a fairly 

satisfactory method to pursue estate development concurrently 

with smallholder development. But the undesirable element of 

the proposal, from a national, political or social viewpoint, 
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was the inherent implication that different et·hnic communities 

would remain distinct and separate. From the proposal it 
-

appeared that estate development would continue to depend on 

non-Malay labour and the smallholding development would be mainly 

for Malays. It would certainly, have been more rational, 

equitable and diplomatic to have· all canmunities participating in 

the various types of development rather than to limit one group 

to one type. 

The Minis,ter of National Resources was also of the view 

t.hat. 1 fringe' development ought to be continued in order to make 

existing uneconomic holdings of the peasantry more viable. This 

was considered more equitable and politic in order to avoid 

giving the impression that those already established in the State. 

schemes would be worse off compared to the settlers in the new 

land development projects. In order to implement 'this programme, 

it was essential that a: survey of existing holdings in the· 

already developed areas re carried out, and that all lam 

suitable for development. be frozen, except where applications had 

already been submitted by landowners with sub-standard .holdings. 

Besides ~he above proposal. for fringe development, other fringe 

development by alienation to newcomers was· considered ur:aesirable 

as it would derange both planned land development.by diffusing 

government efforts and the settlers. In the meantime it was 

decided that those familie·s already established in the old areas 

were to be prevented from enlarging their sub-standard holdings.7 

It is observed that these restric.tions were made on the incorrect 
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assumption that the goverrnnent t}lrough its varioU;s agencies were 

able to resettle all 'those people who were either landless or 

held sub-standard holdings. 

In view of the arguments presented by the Minister of 

Natural, Resources, the National Land Council 

1.. agreed on the need for iimnediate comprehensive and 

concentrated efforts by the Federal and state 

Governments to start and· maintain the, maximum land 

development .possible; 

2. recOllllllend,ed to all Governments, t·he adoption of 

planned 1-and development 

a) ,by establishing holding of economic size, and 

if possible and desirable,, creating complementary 

estat,e·s 

b} based on a proper use of soils and conforming 

to the topograph~ 

c) with kampungs and villages properly furnished 

with social and other services as the centre 

d) with no scattered habitations, and 

e) with processing and marketing facilities as 

part of the development. 

J. the restriction of fringe development areas by -

a) bringing existing holdings up to the size 

considered to be the 'economic holding' in 

those areas 

b) prci"iding economic holdings ,for member.s of 
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families already established on the economic 

holdings in the area, and therefere, 

c) refusing applications for scattered holdings 

from o~her persons. 

The above resol11tions, in brief, recognized the urgency 

of the problem facing the country arising from the rapid growth 

of population. The estimation then was that by the end of 1964 

or just prior to, the end of the Be.cond. Malaysia Plan, more tha.n 

250,000 new households would have come into existence. It was 

also believed then that although there were attempts to eX})and 

·the industrial :base in the l:trban areas, the expansion would not 

be able to absorb the major portion of those coming into-the 

labo~r market and as such they would have to be absorbed into 

agriculture. Even if 80 per cent of the estimated number we·re 

to be' absorbed into agriculture by 19$5, and if they were given 

economic size holdings of 8 acres each, then by the same year 

1..6 million acres of land would have to be developed. 

On the. basis of the memorandum fran the Minister of 

Rural Development, who was also the Deputy Prime Minister and 

the regular Ch~rman of the NLC·, the Council passed Papers 12 

and 13 which became the foremost document outlining the guiding 

princ"iples in the implementation of land development projects in 

Peninsular Mal~sia since 1960. Because of the far-reaching 

impact and implications of these decisions, it ie imperative 

that some of the relevant resolutions be examined. 
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One of ,the more important policy decisions of the NLC 

was the specific delimitation of the functions and spheres of 

activity of the Federal Land Development Authority (FELDA) and 

the various state Authorities, especially with regard to t.he 

location of areas to be developed. It was· concluded that the 

state should concentrate on the development of relat:brely more 

neciessible areas where there was already a known demand-for 

land through pressure of population frQ!n.-adJacent developed 

cd-eas. on the other band., the douncil was of the opinion th~t 
FEIDA ·shQul.d concentrate on the development of more remote areas 

which could only be opened up by a mass transfer of population 

arid: the establishment of new public facilit:ies services. The 

FEIDA projects were to be· particularly limited- to peqple without 

means or employment. 

With reference to future land development projects the 

NLC agreed that 

a) the first priority in new lland development was 

the settling of the people who are land.le.es or 

substantially so and who were in danger of 

becoming a burden on the state unless they 
/ 

could become cultivators. 

b) people who already had adequate land or other 

resources merely seeking opportunities for 

expansion or investment had no immediate claim 

to consideration by Government, and accordingly, 

the nonnal Application Books for country or 
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rural land should be closed for the time being. 

c) the whole effort of the State Land Authorities 

should be directed to the creation of two types 

of Group Set-tlement Area s·chemes, first, to 

develop self-contained agricultural settlements, 

in virgin areas, based on central villages $11d 

cOlliprising standard lot~ of an economic size 

and second, in 'fringe areas• - i.e. re.sidual areas 

of State land adjacent to existing kampungs of 

. smaller standard lots to supplement existing 

uneoonanic holdings. In developing these areas, 

subsidised settlements were to be given to those 

people with inadequate means and non-subsidised 

settJ.ements for those who ·had sufficient means 

to bear the whole expense of development. 

With the acceptance of the N~tional Land Council's 

resolution, two new types of land development projects, besides 

those of FELDA, were introduced viz. the State Group Settlement 

Schemes and the Fringe Alienation ,Schemes. rt must, however, be 

noted that the principles and workings of the state Group 

Settlement Schemes were very much similar to those of the F;ELDA 

sponsored s.chemes prior to 1960. In this context, the post-1960 

FEIDA schemes could be considered to be a new introduction • 

The NLC' s conclusions and reconunendations can be 

considered very comprehensive, and evidently, laid a firm 

foundation for land development in Malaysia. In its recommendations 
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the NLC insisted on planned land development as the basis to meet 

the !_ncreasing d,~d for land, in order to absorb part of the 

growing population and provide indirect employment for others and 

create a more prosperous society. It.a emphasis on the economic 

size of holding for the settlers indicates the degree o( 

comprehension of the prevailing problem. The approach where both 

economic and social aspects were considered, was a step. in the· 

correct direction and the use of laad according to soils and 

topography indicates that the ,proper choice of crop was to be 

made. The processing and marketing facilities were considered 

as part of the general development programme, and these were to 

_be supplied by means of co-operative methods ~ainly ,run by the 

smallholders. It mu.st be emphasized that although the co ... operative 

method can be considered: satisfactory whether it is the correct 

approach depends.on the crop grown. Another significant 

recomm.endation was the provision of economic holdings fer members 

of families. This certainly, is an important means of' eliminating 

landlessness and fragmentation of holdings in the present and the 

future-. 

'!'he Minister of Com111erce and Industry's Proposal 

The Minister of Commerce· and Industry approached the . 

problem of rural development from another angle by demonstrating 

the need for planting a million acres of high yielding rubber at 

the rate of 100,000 acres per annum. According to this proposal 

the planting of rubber should as far as poss,ible be done according 
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to the traditional. method which the smallholders have employed 

to open up their own land, and not by ·bhe mol'e rapid but 

e.xpensive method of assistance .from the gove.rrrnent as practised 

under FELDA. It was concil,uded that the total cost of opening up . 

a million acres of land through FEIDA Would be proh~bitive.9 

The conilicting views of the Ministry of Commerce and the 

Ministey of Rural Development summarised the needs for land· 

development, ·rrom both the political and the .t:inancial standpoints. 

Although it was genereµly recognized that land development would 

contribute much to alleviate the problems of rapid popqlation 

. growth and increasmg unemployment, the area of land to be 

· ' developed and the total cost of such development wol.ild meJke the; 

Whole progr~e unrealistic. The adjustment of political needs 

to financial" limitations :with reference to land development was 

the main concern .or the government durs.tig the few years prior to 

the launching of the Second Five Year Development Plan (1961-65). 

At this stage of the present study an analysis of the financial 

implications of land developnent becomes relevant. 

The Problem of Finance 

The financial. dilenuna of the decision-makers was an 

acute one. Opinions and fears seemed to vary. The Ministry of 

Commerce and Industry !eared the heavy public investment 

involved in land development but was conf ldent of the ability of 

the smallholders to develop their own land with the minimum of 

government assistance. The Ministry of Rural Development which 
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was created in 1959, on the other hand, stated that no real 

assessment had been made of the extent and incidence of rural 

poverty and it was the ref ore, most di ff icul t to say conclusively 

whether new lands can or cannot be opened up by the unaided 

efforts of the ralgat •
10 

The Ministry was also of the opinion 

that the incidence of illegal·occupation of state land in 

Peninsular Malaysia suggested that the common rural peasant was 

prepared to clear and plant land by his' own efforts, provided 

that he was able to evade government charges. However, the 

labour and financial resources of such cultivators, it was argued, 

were normally sufficient only for the development of two or-three 

acres of traditional smallholdings which were economically 

inadequate to support the family. In brief, the resources 

available to the peasantry were obviously insufficient · ·-

·to d.!'nelop economic holdings of six to eight acres of high• 

yielding cash cro.ps.ll 

'J.'o reduce the cost of land development to the State 

or Federal Governments, the Johore State Government submitted a 

proposal in 1959. According to this report, the total cash cost 

o! development during the first seven years would come to M$954 

per settler, and the amount due as unpaid premiums and rent.s 

for eight years at standard rates would amount to M~l,552 plus 

another M~95 interest at six per cent per annum for eight years • 

The Johore report, because of the apparently low cost figures for 

development, is worthy of consideration. In the proposal, the 

settler was. required to use his own labour to provide both food 
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and shelter for his family. The suggested model was similar to 

the old traditional pattern of pioneering in opening up new areas. 

However, since the settlers were required to open up a larger 

area than his ancestors did, and also encouraged to use high-

yielding materials requiring more efficient farm maintenance and 

supervision, he would require some fonn of government assistance. 

It was proposed that the government assistance to settlers should. 

consist of first, a period of grace for rent and c;>ther government 

dues, and second, the government to meet the cost of high-yielding 

materials supplied,_ cover crops and fertili.zers. The first item· 

would not cause the government any financial canmitment but the 

latter required the provision of a fairly large investment by 

the Government • 

Under the above system of assistance, the· government 

woUld provide a 1 hire-purchase 1 scheme for land development. It 

-would _charge neither premimn nor rent while the settler was 

establishing himself in the scheme, but would recover its costs 

by 1 easy payments 1 once the land was in full bearing. Such a 

general scheme could take more than one form. At its ~simplest, 

it would be in the form just described in which the ·subsidy was 

restricted to the first proposal where no actual cash was 

involved. By extending this concept, the scheme could be made 

to embrace the second, and if these were adequate Teasons it 

could be made to include even housing and living costs. The 

actual amount of the subsidy- however., .would depend ·on the 

·avai:Lability o! revenue .surpluses or loan fums. Furthermore, 
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if the need for land development was sufficiently urgent and if 

rural poverty could be shown to be severe, the scheme could be 

converted to the provision of an outright land grant in respect 

of the fir-st proposal, with the .government having COJI!Plete 

flexibility in levelling repayment charges. Another variable 

factor could be the period of repaJ'lllent through which the 

incidence· of the burden on the settler could be varied w;i.thin 

wider. limits·. For this purpose t-erms between 10 to J5 years were 

conside·red appropriate. 

Administration Polisr 

Implementation of any development programme requires 

an adequately trained staff. In fact, the availability of staff 

is an important a factor as the availability of funds. In the 

late fifties the supply of trained manpower to mee.t the. staffing 

needs was extremely low, and the initial problems was how to use 

to the fullest capacity the limited manpower available in the 

various land of fices. In fact, the role and function of the land 

office1s cannot b~ under-estimated for these offices can make a 
~ 

signifieant contribution to the initial tasks associated with 

land development. .It was the opinion that if the existing 

trained staff of. the 87 Land Offices in the country were relieved 

of all other duties, they woulc. bed~ble to cope up with the. 

development of the Group settlement Schemes of some 3,000 acres 

each. On this rationale there existed the possibility to develop 

a total of about 250,000 acres unde·r the supervision of the then 
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existing stai'.f'. Although it wriuld 9ave been a difficult 

proposition for each office 'to :supervise more than one scheme, 

it would not have been a problem if the staffing position was 

improved. It was however, recognized that not all the Land 

Offices we:re able to adhere to the ab_ove general pz-inciple as 

some of the districts did not have the necessary land for 

develOP-'Uent. But such a situation would not, in any way, negate 

the workability of the proposition of each office developing at · 

least one scheme. Und,er these circumstance,s, those districts 

that have more land would have only to increase their land 

office staff correspondingly. The M:i.nistry of Rural Development 

correctly emphasized that the above principle could only be 

implemented smoothly if the land offices were freed of unnecessary 

duties, and moreover, the p:roposal was within the scope of' the 

NLO decision as expressed in Paper No. 4.12 Under these 

circumstances, it would be merely an administrative convenience 

with little consequence and :importance if the clearance of the 

arrears of work in the various land of fices were spread over a 

period of six or seven years as ttthe absolute and overriding 

pX'.!ority is the development of land" without which at least a 

quarter million families would remain poor. Moreover, the 

effective implementation of land development also needed the 

solutions to the problems of illegal occupation and uncultivated 

alienated land. 

The Minister of Rural Devel.opment however, was of the 

opinion that under normal circumstances it would have been 
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desirable it the arrears of land application were cleared a.rd 

irregularities and illegalities prevented, prior to embarking, 

in eamest, on land development. Although the intention was 

,good, the general shortage of staff in the various land offices 

gave no choice or alternative, There was also, little likelihood 

during the period under consideration that adequate number of 

additional trained men would be recruited. Under these 

circumstances the only available alternative was to freeze.~ at 

least tor the time being, aqy land oi'f'ice action on the arrears 

and irregularities in land applications •. With such an action 

it would have been possible to divert the staff to the more 

important and pressing task of new development;. The 

implementation ot such an· action, after due consideration, 

would probably prevent another tangle of irregularities and 

arrears in respect ot new lands, and it would also be possible 

to achieve an orderly and properly docmnented occupation of a 

million acres ot land within a period of seven years. 

consequent to the aOhievement or such a result;·· the statr 
' 13 could be deployed to clear the arrears. 
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Chapter 3 

Land Development Type.s 

A number of agencies has been established in Malaysia 

for the development of land for agricultural purposes, and it is 

but logical, at least in principle, that the:se agencies plan and 

implement different types of land schemes. The establishment of 

a number of agencies was a necessity and so were the various types, 

for the reason that each agency and each type was established with 

definite objectives. The obj:ectives of land development in the 

country are many but highly inter--reasted. Some of these objectives. 

include (a) redressing economic and s·ocial inequalities 

(b) providing employment opportunities ( c) . developing human 

resources (d) increasing productivity ·of land (e) increasing 

national. income (f) redistribution of concentrated population 

(g) land for the landless etc. No single type of land development 

can be evolved to achieve only one objective, for the attainment 

of one leads directly or indirectly to generate. the fulfillment 

of others, singly or severally. Wll:atever the final result is the 

socio-economic upliftment of the poor and enhanced revenue to the 

country. Hence, a common goal is to be achieved by different means 

which is reflected in the different types of approach. The common 

factor running through all the types is land,for it is through 

factor land that the various objectives are to be attained. The 

means and procedures involved in the implementation varies, and 

it is this variabilit~r that gives d·istinct characteristics to a 
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project whichcar:i be employed to categorise land. development in 

Ma.l.ays'ia into types,. 

Based on the implementation criterior all land development 

in the country can be ·broadly grouped into public ventures and 

private ventures .. The publtic sector la:nd deveiopment proje;cts can 

again be grouped into two major categories viz. Federal projects 

and state projects. Both these types of m.~jor schemes can be 

clas,sified into· another two groups on the basis of whether the 

schemes are for resettlement purposes ·or not. The schemes with 

settlements include {a) the FEWA scheme which ai:-e of two types 

v;fz. pl:antation (oil palm) and smallholder (rubbe.r), and 

{b) the FEll.CRA scheme's which are divided into youth .schemes and 

fringe s.chemes. The schemes without resettlement includes RISD:A, 

and COOP which can be considered to be of the, plant~tion type .• 

The State controlled proj,ects tc:>o can 'be· .cat~goriised: int:o two 

major groups viz. schemes with resettlement and schemes without. 

The schemes with settlement .iflclliude public: estates., smallholder 

schemes, joint-ventl!ll'e schemes and youth schemes. The schemes 

with out settlement are the controlled alienat1on scheme·s and 

fringe. schemes. 

For the pU;rpos·e of the present study the following can 

be considered to cover the whole programme of land_ developnent 

and re·settlemeht in Malaysia • f ni tiil:ty;;. the re are the ·FELDA 

schemes, State land developmeht_ schemes and the Youth land 

development schemes. : These involve the physical transfer of 

peopl~ to new-.enviromr .. et1ts ana. the partioipa.nts ·are entitled 
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ultimately to the ownership of the land. Although these th,ree 

types have some common features, some variability due to their 

respective sizes and the marital status of the settlers is evident. 

The FELDA schemes are generally more than 4,000 acres in size with 

centralised settlements having a high standard of infrastructure 

and' other services. The state land development schemes are '- . ·· · 

similar to FEIDA schemes but are smaller in size. or scale. 

Another important difference between the two types lies in their 

financing methods. The FEIDA schemes are financed by the Federal 

Government but the financial provision for the state schemes are 

.from the state with Federal subsidies. The Youth s·chem.es, on the 

other hand, are much similar to the State schemes, but the . . 

difference lies in that the f)art~c:l:pation is restricted to 

unmarried and unemployed youths. Very few fringe alienation 

1e·ch~e~':' a:~e 1~ in:,:exts:t.ence .:npwc'but ·between tll~' y.ears· 1'961: and: l965 

mo~e than: 40.·per·'.cent of.,:t.he:0 public ilsector: part·i:cipation was:. in 

thi:s . form; :'The.::.. third . major· type o:f :Il.andc·de:veJ.opment is b1;1.sed:. ,Qnr . 
' 

eist.ate$C:with ,wag~ earning lap_(>u:r, and t'he · joint .. -v.enture ·project's'· , . . 

areL carried .out; .b;y·,State.and privat~. cor.pQ.rations. 

·,. _: l. .. , .. ~i. I ' . ; '. l :. ··:: .. 

. ['he' Federal:· :tanci- Deveioprnent Au:thpri:ty {FELDA)~. · .. · 

,. :; FEiWA was~ e sta:blished·1 in 19-57 _1 · I·ts , f;un~ction in t.h~ 

beginning was. "to. promote and assisJ. the investl<gati9n ,, . forrnulat:ion 

:and. ca.rcy:.ng out; pf_ pn->jects .for the dey;elopment anr;i :settlement 

bf·land.~in :the ·Fe'de~ation''·'·· .. This: was the. l:)eginning,. but. with. · 

just:· over i two de.cades; of existence, fEIDA :ha:s: s11ccess!ully 

'' ('r .. : 
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developed and planted nearly a million acres of riew land and. 

resettled 41,288 families, and has now evolved to be the biggest 

and the most significant land development agem:y in Malaysia.. 

It is evident that from the very out.set the policy-makers• 

intention was to utilize FELDA as the means to achieve both 

economic expansion and social devel.opment in the field of land 

settlement. But they were also aware that FEIDA should not be 

promoted too aggressively.at the beginning. During the fonnative 

period between 1957 and 1960 therefo.re' FELDA I s main function~ 

were limited to making available Federal funds to State 

Governments an:d to promote and assist the development of land 

which was implemented by other local agencies. Even at this 

state FELD:A envisaged that the basis for the new land development 

programme should be large and medium size holdings and family 

holdiilgs. The strategy contemplated to realize the desired result 

was to finance groups of owner-fanners in order to evolve a stable 

and prosiperou.s. land owning groups of peasantry enjoying through 

cooperative institutions the advantages of large-scale agriculture. 

With this in view it was suggested that the major crops should be 

rubber, coconuts, oil palm, cocoa and pineapples. 

During the fomative pe-riod, FEIDA had to face a munber 

of limitations and problems imposed.by ;Lack of co-operation, 

shortage of staff, lack of surveys and inadequate co-ordination. 

With its emphasis on large-s;:ale planned land development for 

·smallholders, FELDA strongly !elt the inadequacy of co-ordination 

and direction at the national level and indicated that t'he 
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c.umulative effect of these was the lowering of the pace of 

development. However, in 1959 FELDA issued a short policy 

statement titled "No Need to be Poor" containing not only guiding 

principles for successful land development, but also FELDA's 

logic to support its concept on creating e.conomically viable 

farming units and prosperous settlers.· According to this report, 

"thereis land, there are people, there are crops, there is the 

knowledge. The problem is to bring these together, so that 

Mal~ya may beicome yet richer". 2 The objective of FELDA, it is 

observed., is to create condition:s under which Malaysian farmers 

can obtain more wealth for the country and for themselves by the 

development of new land. It will therefore, help create wealth 

to farmers and the.nation through the development of 'group family 

$arms' and block planted, for later division or cooperative 

ownership, on land which is the best, is of a size suitable to 

carry the cost of expert supervision and control and is near 

enough to markets in order to compete with others. The fanns 

were to be sufficiently large to employ fully the farmer and his 

farrU;).y in order to maximize returns and control subdivisicm. The 

crops envisaged to be grown were those whi.ch under each situation 

would give the farmers the highest yield and would be processed, 

graded and marketed so as to obtain the best market price • It 

was also expected that the State woulc. provide schools, road~, 

and a fair share of public expenditure and would ensure through 

tenns of land title, security for "the :leoples' money which will 

be lent through the FELDA. FELDA was J lso emphatic that the best 
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land and the test fanners should be chosen, for "Land Settlement 

is not slum clearance and it is not unemployment relief". It is 

FELDA's policy to bring the best fanners onto.the best land to 

provide the necessary opportunities for "those who have initiative, 

not charity tor those who haven1t1t. 

FEIDA was created as a st·atutory body and not as a 

government department. It was considered that if a lanc:l development 

project was to be implemented following normal goverrment practice 

and procedure., any funds loaned to a local implementing body 

would require annual reference to a State legislative and this 

might operate to the detriment of the l.ocal body since it would 

have no guarantee of continued financial assistance. Moreover, 

land development in Malaysia as envisaged in 1956 was basically 

a camnercial enterprise, and hence, should be removed from day-

to-day financial routine and political changes,) It must however, 

be ernphasi zed that Whateve,r its relationship with the government, 

FELDA was initialiy established more as a means of channelling 

Federal funds to local implementing bodies or agencies rather 

than as an agenay . directly engaged in land development and 

resettlement of people.. There was a number of reasons for the 

emphasis of this role at that time. · Land development was partly 

intended to be a 'short cut• for solving the backlog of land 

applications in the various states which required a high degree 

of financial assistance from the Federal government. There was 

also the consideration that land developnent planning and 

implementation should be decentralized~ To emphasis this policy 
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the Ordinance, 1956, stipulated that FELDA shall "not promote, 

carry out, assist or participate in any land development project 

in any State before. it had been consulted or invited by the Local 

Boards which were responsible for the administl'ation and 

establishment of schemes II .• 4 Furthe:rmore, land was a state 

pre·rogative, and it was the opinion that a land development project 

in any area should be conceived and implemented by a local agency 

with the fullest. knowledge· and c.oope.ration of the local population. 5 

A fear also existed that a Federal Authority cnarged with the 

duty not only of financing individual schemes, but also having 

the executive authority for implementing them would become far to.o 

remote from the state and the people it was endeavouring to 

assist. These fears were basedS6n -the failure of land development 

schemes in Africa due partly to remote central control. The 

lna.jor.c.,~ausecif9r.1 . the, fail.ttre:-howeveri, wa.ffJ;thei 1la~ck= 1 o:ft apequa:t.e_, 

communica1;.ion .. _~ ';, Maiay~iai_, is~ at.' smalil.et'i: coUntrycl anfL h~cb ah .ef'.t'~eient 

[nc fa:ct\{ 1 the ctiranspor;t:::, andL: .communication:: net.werk, was f:ar superior 

,t,ot.t.hltt3bf' ':coritempom-ary:, British;, cielonia1. te?Titories o:fc.A-frica. 

Since1::the:; <queatio:ht of' ... eentralisatton, 'and de.eentNl:l-iaMip1onr· ~, ·o . .i .• , ct 

essentia!Lly related: to._:the::problem'.of; i;adequate · c'OfJIJlluniceatio~;1::1th,~ 

'ba'sJ.o'._, diff-erence between·.: Peninsular.- Malaysia:· and- s:ome of'~1t;het:.1 '-ior;. 'J 

Afri.eand::ountv.ies1 shbuld have.ibeen _given: gr~aten ~ighta:gec~.prior 

t ;-, c' E::xc -:: u tByc-1960;, hQW,v_er-•; ne:wL politi.c~ '· :develo.pinentsi::: led tor at,:;;; 

number' ofYotner :ehange.s:.int the,yf·upcti-ons:-.' of F'ELB:A:• •1.J Wi-t!t the 
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tennination of the emergency in that year, the entire Goverrnneht 

machinery was directed towards the development of the country as 

a whole with special emphasis on rural development. Consequehtly, 

the Government created a ne:w Mini.stry of Rural Development. 

Since Land development was to play a highly significant role in 

rural development it was found nece.s,sary to review the role of 

FELDA within t·he national rural development programme. In 

D.ecember 1961 therefore, a Special Committee was appointed to 

examine the then existing structure and organization of FEIDA, 

review its achievements and make necessary recommendations for 

its improvement. The changes· which were subsequently effe.cted 

on the· recommendation of the Special Committee marked the 

beginning of a new era for FELDA • 

The Committee was fully aware that .FELDA had progressed 

to some extent even with the limited resources available to them·. 

But it was oi' the opinion that FEIDA is unlikely to develop 

sufficient potential and efficiency to deal with the increased 

demands of land development, which will certainly be imposed on 

it, as a realllt of the national rural development programme. 

Hence, a number of changes were recommended for various reasons. 

When FELDA was first established in 1956,-its responsibility to 

the Minister, according to the Land Development Ordinance, 1956, 

was rather loose. The Minister could give directions to FEIDA 

only after consultation with it, and then only of a general nature. 

This procedure naturally resulted in delays in the execution of 

the land development programme. Since 1961 however, FELDA was 
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placed within the structure of the riew Ministry of Rural Development, 

and the Minister was given unqualified powers to issue.directions 

without prior consultation. FELDA therefore, lost much of its 

fonner independence and autonomy .• 6 The original FELDA Board could 

be regarded as a, 'policy making' committee, but with the· 

establishment of the Ministry of Rural Development, the policy was 

laid down by the Minister and it became the function of FEIDA to 

implement and not initiate policy. There are a number of reasons 

for this change. FELDA was set up to obtain quick results but its 

anticipated rate of progress, independent of government, did not 

take place. In fact, the reverse was t~rue if one examines the 

achievements carefully. The autonomous position of FELDA and the 

need for assistance from other government departments were not 

compatible, and restilted in much confus,ion, duplication of effort 

and lose of efficiency. Since the main functions of the Ministry 

of Rural Development were to co-ordinate all other Ministries, 

Departments and State Governments ih their efforts within the 

national rural develoPIJlent programme, it was unable to achieve 

this in respect of FELDA, which was no more than a department 

within the Ministry, yet because ·Of its independent status,_ was 

outside the controlling influence of such co-ordination. In 

view of this fact and also the need for FELDA to obtain speedy 

assistance from other government departments, FELDA's autonomy 

was reduced. 

There was also important political considerations for 

the changes. Since independence in 1957, politics and politicians 
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entered the national economic developnent prograrrune with greater 

enthusiasm and vigour. Under the existing conditions the 

negotiation for land to be dev.eloped by FELDA was mainly a 

political one in the first instance, and the ultimate decision 

to release such land was also essentially a political one.to be 

taken by the state Exe cu ti ve Co1.mcil. It was the.ref ore, considered 

that the t.ask of negotiation with the State Governments should no 

longer be the responsibility of FELDA officials but be rais.ed to 

a political level hetween ·Federal and State Governments'. According 

to this alteration of policy FELDA would carry out the necessary 

initial investigations of suitable sites for the development of 

its schemes and the final negotiation for the• alienation of land 

was left to the Ministry and State Governments. Presently, the 

.pro.cess of negotiation is carried out between the State Government 

and FEIDA who is ultimately responsible for the success of the 

schemes. In this connection it must be noted that the land is 

•released' to FELDA and not 'alienated' for under the Group 

Settlement Areas Act FELDA is given the rights to the land as a 

development agency. FELDA in fact, must give up the rights over 

the land once settlers have paid their loans and it is up to the 

State Government to decide as to the title to be issued toc·the 

settlers. 

The Conunittee was also of the opinion that much of the 

delays in development and the lack of progress in the implementation 

were attributable t.o the then existing system of divided interest 

between State and Federal Governments. On the basis of this fact, 
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the Canmittee recom'Ilended that FELDA should become a i•Federal 

Authority in its entirety, and that all future land development 

schemes implemented by it, should be, after the initial process 

of ofitaining State land, a purely Federal functionn, 7 and also 

rec_ommended that the various State Land Development Boards or 

Corporations be wound up. These changes were subsequently 

carried out in 1961, and ushered in a new era when the restructuring 

of FELDA' s position and status within the Ministry and also with 

reference to othe·r government agencies was initiated. 

During the formative period (between 1956 and 1960), 

FEIDA's activities were limited and the expected result of 

inc:reased land development and resettlement did not materialize. 

Consequently, FELDA's approach to land development had to be 

varied considerately, especially those aspects covering settler 

. labour utilization, quality and quantity of work and the time 

period involved to overcome certain inherent deficiencies in the 

then existing system of operation. In the beginning FELDA carried . 

out a strategy whereby the settlers moved into each phase of a 

s·cheme and carried out the entire range of activities from jungle 

clearing to planting and maintenance while be•ing housed in a 

'transl t camp 1 • Simultaneously, the settlers were engaged in 

building their houses in the village lots and also developing 

their subsidiary-crop areas and the dusun lots. Although the 

settlers were enthusiastic, their performance in jungle clearing, 

land preparation and the planting of the main c·rop left much to 

be desired. Under the then existing conditions of divided interest, 
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the main crop and the subsidiary-crop holdings whi.ch were planted 

with fruit tree·s, suffered. 

Since 1961 a significant change was instituted, and 

the settlers were no longer required to carry out jungle clearing 

as the work was given out on contl'act. In fact, the settlers now 

a.rri ve and take over a 1 :ready-made settlement i • Opinion was 

expressed that this approach to land development excluded tne 

settlers from the true pioneering stages, and was contrary to 

almos.t all the accepted principles of land coloni.zation in 

Southeast Asia. It must however" be emphasised -t:trat although it 

is not the principle in Southeast Asia, all the land settlement 

scheme·s iti South .l\sia, were and are based on the principle whereby 

the government provides the settlers with ready-made schemes. 

In Malaysia the new procedure was essential for the reason that 

commercial-cropping was the basis of land se1t-tlement. The earlier 

schemes were founded on rubber and a poor beginning was bound to 

retard1 yields as evident in some cases Where the yield was so 

low that replanting became necess0a:ry to make the holdings 

econOOlically viable. A justifiable decision therefore, had been 

taken and pre·sently, the se:t.tlers move in only after the planting 

of the main crop had been carried out and the houses cons,tructed. 

Such a procedure has not only improved the quality of work, but 

also shortened the development' period to a minimum. Through trial 

and error the ref ore, FELD A has gained sufficient experience and 

had profited to a greater de.gree from the earlier problems. 
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By 1961 FELDA was in a stronger position to form.Ulate 

significant policies with the objective of creating prosperous 

farming communities having economically viable farms. Som.e of 

the policies followed to achieve this objective were: 

L EXploi t the undeveloped primary and secopdary forests 

of the country that are certified suitable for 

development by the De.partment of Agri.culture. 

2. Have competent full-time management at scheme level 

to supervise the project from the very beginning. 

3. Establish central villages within the development 

areas c.onsisting of 400 familie;s in each new settlement. 

4. Select the best settlers who are Federal citizens 

between ;21. and 50 years of age, married with children, 

physically fit, landless or with less than five acres 

and with an agricultural background. 

5. Provide financial aid to settlers in the form of 

subsistence allowance for a pe.riod of two years. 

6. Encourag~ collective work whereever necessary and 

practical. 

7. Ensure efficient processing and marketing through 

co-opera'tively owned factories. 

8. Arrange for the provision of basic conmtunity services 

from the beginning. 

9. Create nuclei of local council comprising farmers' 

representatives. 
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Another significant result of the new policies was the 

appointment of two FELDA coimnittees - the Technical Investigation 

Conunittee and the Technical Planning Committee - by the Minist.er 

of Rural Development in 1961. The main function:.>. of these 

Committees was to co-ordinate all services required in the 

planning, establishment and operation of FELDA schemes at Federal 

level. The Technical Committee asses·sed the suitability of land 

offered by the State or selected for development by FELDA. With 

its establishment, FELDA was able to obtain mineral, agricultural 

and forestry clearance with the minimum of delays. '!'he Technical 

Planning Committee, on the other hand, co-ordinated the departments 

providing the maj<or services in FELDA schemes such as roads, 

schools, water supply, police posts etc.. During their period of 

existence these Committee contributed much to solve most problems 

as the approach was 'open discussion'. Presently, these two 

Committees are no longer in e~istence as the required co-ordination 

is now maintained on a more 1 direct approach basis ' • 

With the policy changes, the major task of the settlers 

from the time of their arrival into the scheme is the maintenance 

of the main crop. It was however, evident that there was a wide 

variation in the maintenance standards of the holdings. During 

this period FEIDA attempted to bring about a more unifonn standard 

of maintenance by introducing the gotong-royong method of work. 

Under this method the settlers were made to work in groups thereby 

making •group pressure' as the strong motivation force to make the 

settlers keep a certain degree of maintenance. This method also 
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facilitated the supervision and training of settlers for the reason 

that such action was carried on a group basis rather than 

individually. The gotong-royong method was replaced by individual 

holdings only after a maintenance period of about four years, 

by which time the main crop had passed critical stages of growth 

and development. 

Another significant development was the introduction 

of a system of subsistence credits to the settlers. ca.sh loans 

were given the settlers to enable them to buy their daily 

necessities during the unproductive period of the settlement. 

Such a system of cash loans were to continue until the settler 

rubber was in production. A serious deficiency of such a system 

was that the settlers considered themselves entitled to a monthly 

allowance as a matter of right irrespective of the number of days 

worked or the quality and quantity of work performed. Since 1962 

FEIDA abolished the monthly allowance system and replaced it with 

a scheme whereby the allowance had to be ••earned" and was dependent 

on the settler working a minimum number of days. of stipulated work. 

Further changes were made to institutionalize the subsistence 

credit system in'l966 •. It was decided that the f;!ettlers· should 

not be provided with ·loans unless they pe:rform a certain set task 

in the holdings. Consequently, the settlers were granted a 

minimum of $69.60 per month for a 24 wor.kirig days. This amount 

was raised to $84.00 in 1974 and to $100.00 in 1975 because of 

the prevailing inflationary conditions in the country. The 

significant change is t,hat with the introduction of this system 
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they never obtained a 'charity allowance' as in the past. 

Oii palm was first introduced to .FELDA S·chemes in l 96l -

and emphasis mu.st be made that this was the first time thai:i it 

had been adopted as a smallholder crop in Malaysia. Prior to this 

introduction, 011 palm was es:sentially a plantation crop and the· 

majority of the pl~ntatiohs w:ere foreign-owned. At that. time 

oil palm schemes on a S!nallholder basis was considered undesirable 

. for the reason . that (a} it is a new crop to the smallholders, 

(b) economies.of sea.le are pertinent to the crQp, {c) quality 

control a111d organization requirements· are m:ore exacting arid 

demanding, and (d) processing involves heavy investment and a 

cont.inuous supply of fruits must be available· to the f acto.ry for 

efficient operation. Although the.se reasons are still valid, . 

-FELDA•·s, co~qperativ.e approach to oil palm, growing has been highly 

.successftil and p~·sently, it 1:1as become its major rev:enue. earning 

crop with 119 _schemes growing oil. paini, occupying 278 ,.415 acres. 

An important policy decis.ion taken dl.lring the mid-

sixties was in respect of proces:sing and marketing of produets 

from ·the schemes.· In it.s approach to s_ucce.ssful land. development 

-and settlement FELDA was aware of the necessity for the cQmplete 

integration-of prodlll!ction, processing and marketing. A decision 

was therefore, taken to service its s·ettlers with the most 

efficient processing methods at a minimum cost in order to 

ma.:rlmize returns to settlers' labour. Prior to 1968, FEIDA 1s 

agricultural com.rnodities outturned from its various schemes 

were disposed by its Processing Division.through private 
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marketing ·channels. With the accelerated expansion of land 

development the production too., increased rapidly neces.sitating 

a greater development of proce.ssing facilities·. With this 

develoµnent ¥ELDA established its own Marketing Department :i:n 

1968 in order to market its agricultural commodi.ties of rubber, 

palm oil and palm kernel. With the establishme·nt .of tbe Marketing 

Department FELDA completed it.s full invqlvement providing a 

completely integrated system of agricultural development. 

The· Group Settlement Schemes 

The Group Settlement Schemes are s.mall~scale FELDA type 

schemes which are financed and implemented by the various 'State 

gover11II1ent~s. · It ca.me into be.ing with the,_ implementation_ of the 

Group Settlement Areas A.ct • The NLC. was also in a;gr,eement with 

the provisions of the Act and approved that in appropriate 

circumstances land development .should be by the method.of Group 

settlement. -This approYal was based on the three conclusions of 

the Working Party viz. 

l. that the Group Settlement method of development is 

particularly suitable for fringe areas i.e. where 

the settlers have established homes and means of 

livelihood. 

2. that self-contained agricultural ·settlement type of 

Group Settlement Areas are best established·· in close 

proximity to already densely populated areas and by 

settlers who have sufficient means to maintain 
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themselves during the development period. 

J. that in remote areas development should be by 

the FELDA methods. 

State Group Settlement Schemes therefore,, were rest.ricted 

· to the accessible areas where there was already a demand for land 

due to a high de·gree o:f pbpulation pressure. Generally, there are 

two kinds of such schemes. First, in virgin areas such schemes 

were to be developed as "s'elf-.cohtaiped agricultural settlements 

ba$ed on central villages and comprising standard lots of an 

economic ·Sizen. Second, in •fringe areas' or State land contiguous 

to existing kamporrgs; "satellite settlements of smaller standard 

lots to su,pplement the existing uneconomic kampongsn. 

1'here is little information ayailable on the w~rkings 

of t.he t.wo types· of Group Settlement schemes" but within a year 

of passing, and the impI.em:ent-a.tion of the Act, the Government 

found it necessary to request a Special Committee to review the 

policy of the Goverrnnent on Group Settlement.a, and to make 

recommendations as the Committee thought neces.sary.. The appointment 

of a committee within a brief period of implementation indicates 

tbatmatters were not progressing satisfactorily. The Committee 

discovered that the Group Se·ttlement 'Schemes as implemented on 

the ground, especially those proje.cts related to the self-contained 

agricultural settlements in new areas, was designed as a financial 

short-cut to produce schemes similar to those of FELDA but at a 

lower cost. This clearly indicates that the Group Settlement 
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Schemes were nothing more tn:an poor attempts at duplicating FELDA 

schemes • This view .: is adequately affirmed by the· fact that the 

state Governments requested £or both housing and subsistence 

allowances in order to make their scheme.s a success although 

such provisions were not specifically provided for in the propos·al. 

for. the CTeatiort of the schemes. 

Besides the, above general weaknes·s, the G:roup Settlement 

Schemes had a number of other deficiencies.. First,"·a.l.though it 

. was recommended that t 1he. set.tlements SihoUld be est'ablished in close 

proximity to populated areas, it was discovered that all areas 

earmarked for such projects were sited in remote locations. Such 

a location '\ilas inevitable for the re·a:son that it was difficult t-0 

. obtain 4,000 acres, the average size of a scheme, near existing 

. settlements. The location, be.ing· at a greater dis·t:ance from the 

already e:xisning lines of co-rirnunication and villages, required 

the establishment of public·services as in FELDA schemes to 

transfer and resettle the people. Second, since the.re was no 

provision for either subsistence or housing allowances, 'the 

settlers we're forced to find alternative sources of income 

elsewhere outside the Scheme. The result was the settlers' 

inability to carry out full-time work on their holdings. 1'hird, 

the lack of provision of adequate housing facilities made the 

settlers to live on their agricultural holdings rather than in 

the 'village' area. This situation made it difficult for the 

officers to enforce proper discipline and supervision which was 

further aggravated by the absence of access roads linking the 
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agricultural holdings. Fourth., the area felled, developed and 

and tended by each settler was far too lb.rge for t'he average 

family,, and the task more impracticable without any financial 

assistance from the State. It must be elllphasised that 1:1.nle·ss 

the work is adequately supervised and the agricultural holdings 

correctly maintained and the settlers motivated to give their 

full-time for the necessary tasks, land dev-elopment is bound to 

fail. Finally, the rather loose control and supervision by the 

lirnited number of land office ·staff who had neither the training 

nor the experience for such work was totally insufficient to make 

the schemes successful ventures. 

On t·he basis of the existing weaknesse.s of the State 

Group Settlement Schemes., it was recommended that all future ;I.and 

development projects involving the physical transfer and 

resettlement of people should be left to FELDA and that the Group 

settlement Schemes should be discontinued. H.owever, there were 

three s.uch scheme.s which were already in advanced stages of 

development in the state of Johore which the Committee reicommended 

to be handed over to FELDA, and if necessary, to be started all 

over again even if the cost.a of the undertaking would be 

comparatively higher. The loan obligations accepted by the State 

Governments in re.spect of these schemes were to be transfered to 

FEIDA which would be provided with additional funds in order to 

develop the projects in accordance with its normal procedl:lre. 

Based on these recormnendations, the NLC resolved to discontinue 

all Group Settlement Schemen in July 1961. 
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The Fringe Alienation Schemes 

By 1960 a decision had been arrived at that the existing 

land development and resettlement programme was inadequate to 

cater for the1 rising demand for land, and consequently, a new 

type of l.and development projects te.nned. the Fringe Alienation 

Schemes ware. inaugurated. With the· discontinuance of the Group 

Settlement Schemes therefore, only two types of land development 

schemes erlsted: in the count1ry · - the FELDA schemes and the Jt'ringe 
' Alienation Schemes. These Schemes are al.so implemented by the 

State Governments but. are .financed' by Fede,ral grants an.d loans • 

1he objective of the, whole .programme was to establish these 

schemes, based on rubber,, to supplement the uneconomic holding1;1 

of the farmers·. The very objec·tiv:e demands that these scheme:s be 

. located in proximity to already establi.she.d agricultural settlements. 

The fringe schemes were not intended to be more than 

2,000 acres in extent and the participants were those who already 

pas.seas holdings which are not economiQally viable. Within the 

Malaysian context, uneconomic holdings meant those holdings less 

than eight acres' in extent. As the schemes are for t'hose already 

in possession o:f' agricultural land, they were expected to work 

in the schemes on a part-time basis whilst continuing to farm 

their own holdings. Hence, the ptwticipants were expected to 

commute regularly from their kampo~e. Such a pro.cedure. entails 

that the scheme·s must not be situated more than t.hree miles 

distance from the kampong. 
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The NLC, ·when it endorsed the principle and approved 

the fringe alienation programme, it also resolved to allocate 

M$49,660,000 as Federal subsidy for the establish~ent of schemes 

for the period 1960 to 1970. The money was to be provided either 

as a loan to cover the costs of su:rvey f e.es, felling, clearing 

etc. or as outright grants to cover the cost of planting material 

and fertilizers. The loans were not to exceed ~JJO per acre to 

meet the cost of ·specified items, and interest was to be charged 

at a rate not exceeding 5 per cent per annum, over a perio4 of 

six years. The State Governments, on t'he other hand, were 

expected to repay the Federal grant in equal instalments over a 

period of 15 years. In addition to the loan an outright grant 

was to be made by the Federal Government equivalent to $262 per 

acre to cover the costs of planting material, cover crops and 

fertilizers. Since no subsistence allowance was to be paid, the 

loans and grants would represent the total sum of federal 

financial commitment. 

The Stat.a subsidy was in the f onn of a waiver for a 

period of nine years of premium and rent, and the interest waived, 

together with accrued interest for nine years, was to be recovered , 
by a consolidated annual charge in perpetuity. In addition, the 

State was to bear the cost of administration of the Larid Office 

functions, cos·t of any necessacy expansion of staff, housing etc. 

No additional personnel were provided by the Federal Government 

for the implementatior of the fringe schemes. The State Governments 

incurred the initial costs of development from their own funds and 
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the Federal grants were released only on the approval. of the 

Federal technical departments and after t'he Ministry of..Lancl and 

Mines was satis·fied with the progress of the .schemes. This is a. 

·· vali~. requirement in order to safeguard the intere.sts or"· the · 

Federal Goverrnnent·, and al.s-o to guarantee tha"t the schemes were 

effectively maintained and managed., and the money is utili2ed · 

·only for approved schemes. Another requirement was that visiting 

agents., experienced in rubber planting, be employed ·ey·the State .. 

Goverrunents for the inspection of schemes every six months and 

their reports and recommendations to be submitted to both. the- . 

State Governments conce·rned and the Minister of Land and Mines. 

From its inception up to 1967 the Federal· grants and 

l.oane for the· fringe scheme.a in the various states amounted to 

M$Jl million. It is ·relevant to note that only eight of the 

eleven Peninsular Malaysian States· took· advantage of the· Federal 

Government's financial assistance viz. Pahang, Negri·Sembilan, 

Perak, Malacca, Kedah, Johore, Pe·rlis and Trengganu~ Penang, 

Selangor and Kelantan did not, for different reasons, accept any 

&Baistance from the Federal Government •. Penang has no land 

available for fringe schemes and selangor, one of the most 

pros.perous States, had adequate funds of its own to finance any 

land development programme in the State. Kelantan, on the other 

hand, declined any ·Fede,ral assistance for political reasons. It 

is observed that during the period unde+ consideration, Kelantan 

was administered by the Pan Malayan Islamic-Party (PMIP). As· an 

opposition party at the Federal level, the PMIP refused to accept. 
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" any grants or loans from the Central. A.ll~ance Party Government, . 

for purposes of land development. under the fringe scheme, instead, 

decided to f onnulate its own land developlllent. projects. 

By the end of 1967, 426 fringe schemes had been 

established covering an area of 12.3,791 acres with 25,802 

participating f.amilies. Almost 33 per cent of the acreage was 

· developed in Pahang, 20 per·'. cent in ·Perak and 16 per- cent in 

Negri Sembilan. Table J.l indicates the pace of development of 

fringe schemes for the period 1961to1967. It is evident that 

the pace of development was rather irregular with tw.o marked 

periods of accelerated developnent. Between early 1961 and early 

1964, the number of schemes established and acreage's developed 

were large. In 1961, the first year of implementation only 39 

schemes covering an area of 21:..,000 acres were established,. but in 

1962 and 196.3 the number had risen to 140 and 153 schemes covering 

52,000 ac·res and 50,000 acres res·pe•ctively. The second period 

from 1964 to 1967 showed a lower pace of development. with only 

nine -schemes having an acreage of only 1,286 acres eswblished for 

the year 1967. The rapid rate of establistunent of schemes during 

the first period can be attributed to political factors a.rid the 

genuine eagerness of the various State Governments to help the 

econanically depressed rural folks to increase the size of their 

holdings. It is observed that although the District Officers 

directly carry out the actual implementation the initiative for 

the establistunent of a fringe schem;;:; is made by a State Assemblyman 

whose motives are largely political. In a way the fringe schemes 
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TABLE 3.1 FRINGE /J.iIENATIOM SCHEMES IN PENINSULAR MALAYSIA 1961-67 

I 
I a I I 

. STATE 1961 1962 

I 
1963 I a 

1964 

I b c a I b I c al b I 0 ] b I c 

I Pahang 18 8,115 1,221 67 22,201 3,316 52 14,858 2,210 25 
N •. sembilan 19 8,348 2,071 17 4,760 1,366 28 3,.961 1,257 5 672 213 
Perak 33 6,996 1,730 31 11,886 3,371 10 3,815 1,167 

I Malacca 2 1,098 256 6 4,076 834 4 1,028 261 
Kedah 1 600 100 1 3,757 674 l 632 96 4 1,797 362 

I Johore l 928 116 1 41 10 5 1,743 311 
Perlis 2 829 205 

I Trengganu -· 13 7 ,249 ·:ll,336 30 9,486 1,733' 
Total .39 17.,991 3,508 J40 46;102 8,688 153 46,642 9,812 50 8,141 2,208 

I 
I I 1965 I 1966 1967 TOTAL r STATE 

: a I b I I I al bl l 0 a b c c a b C· 

I. Pa.hang - 2 200 58 3 J.67 45,374 6.,805 
N.Sembilan - 6 711 20] 5 80 18,452 5,110 

I Perak 5 349 373 19 23,046 6,641 
Malacca. 10 1,040 207 l 70 .l 24 7,242 1,581 

I Kedah 2 405 85 l 28 16 7,191 1,345 
JohOre 2 588 111 9 3,300 548 

I 
Per lie 3 1,580 341 1 115 6 2,409 661 
Trengganu 2 42 42 45 16,777 3,111 
Total .17 3,613 744 18 1,302 889 9 426 123,791 25,802 

I 
I a ••• number of fringe schemes 

b • • • acreage planted with rubber 
• c ••• number of participants 

I_ Source: Ministry of Lands and Mines, Kuala Lumpur. 

I 
I 
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became a means of ensuring popularity for the politicians of the 

ruling party who had an eye for re-election when the ti"lle arrives. 

It is perhaps not a strange coincidence that in the two years 

preceding the ele,ction of 1964, 329 fringe schemes were opened in 

comparison to only 42 s,chemes in the two years following. The 

slower rate of development after 1964 can be attributed partly to 

the waning interest of the politicians but the major cause was 

the poor performance ·of the schemes. It was evident by then that 

the earlier 'schemes were hastely initiated with ... the· goal of 

opening the maximum number of schemes and given little attention 

to the problems and limitations of management and supervision. 

Hence, much effort had to be devoted to the improvement of the 

existing schemes rather than to opening up of new ones. In fact, 

the central government was so dissatisfied with the performance 

of the fringe alienation schemes that it created a new fede.ral 

authority, the National Land Hehabilitation and Consolidation 

Authority, 1966, one of the major functions of which was to 

rehabilitate and redevelop these fringe schemes that had failed. 

There is no doubt that the fringe alienation programme 

had not achieved its goals, and the establishment of NLCRA 

later known as FELCRA indicates the goverrnnentis recognition of 

its general failure. E)nphasis however, must be made that the 

programme had been successful to a certain degree in distr:l,bution 

of land to those who had uneconomic holdings and to those who were 

landless. But the lack ot: expected progress and development shows 

that the major objective of alleviating the income level of the 
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participants had not been attained, and will be unattainable with 

the existing state of the schemes. A nurnber of factors oan be 

attributed to the failure of the fringe alie1nation. programme. 

The very basis of the programme appears to be inadequate to brihg 

about the desired result. A fundamental principle is the 

stipulation t-hat schemes should not be more than three miles fran 

the participants' villages. This provision was founded on the 

· assumption that the participants were not entirely landless, and 

that they would be able,to devote tihe afternoons to work their 

fringe scheme lots. Such a stipulation and such .;in assumption 

indicate the lack of realization of the existence of a large 

number of uneconomic holdings, and the paucity of land, contiguous 

or in close proximity to the village, for further expansion • 

Moreover, the mere availability of unutilized land, in an area 

with a pressing demand for more land, does not suggest its 

suitability to agriculture for if it· was, then it would have 

been already uaed for the purpose. The suitable land the·refore, 

was located f:urther away f.ran the village, certainly at a distance 

of more than three miles, indicating that the very areas needing 

fringe schemes are those where land is unavailable. This is 

clearly evident from the fact that in N.egri Sembilan and Malacca 

some of the schemes are situated more than 20 miles from the 

participants 1 villages. 

The non-residence of the participants was another 

factor that·had an adverse effect on the success of the fringe 

schemes. The situation was aggravated by the fact that the 
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participants had to divide the working ti.me· between their own 

holdings and the fringe holdings • In the absence of the 

participants' vigilence t}le fringe holdings were subjected to 

damage fran wild aaimals from the bordering forests., and also to 

fire hazards especially during the drought seasons. Part-time 

work, in addition, was not condusive. to adequate maintenance .and 

other activ-ities conne.cted with the young rubber trees which in 

fact were ne·gJ:ected due to the participants•· divided interest. 

Although they might have had· the tini.e for tending the additional 

holdings yet. there was insufficient energy and strength to work 

. for long .hours whicl:l is not their norm. F.Urthermore, part-time 

work on. the fring¢ S'chemes was less practicable in areas wher.e 

the participants were paddy farmers. The high labour demands. for 

paddy during the critical periods. naturally led to the temporary 

abandonme·nt of the fringe lo:t>'s for weeks and sometimes for months, 

and the result under such a 1situation given the equatorial 

en:vironmental conqit;ions n.eeds no :elaboration. such adverse 

effects conunonly occur when paddy is a single crop but, . whe:n 

.double-cropping is int.rodJlced the situation is bound to w:orsen 

manifoJLd, and the participants would have hardly any time at 

their disposal for the fringe scheme lot.s. 

Inadequate management and supervision, to a greater 

degree had also contributed to the limited success of the fringe 

schemes. The responsibility for planning and implementation of 

the fringe 9,cheme was with the District Officer and his staff. 

But their pre-occupation with other duties left little time for 

..., 
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the administration of the schemes. In addition, the majority of 

the staff did not have the necessary training and experience for 

land development work. The inadequacies of the staff were 

enhanced by insufficiently trained field as:sistarits not only in 

the main crop rubber; but also in personal relations. · The latte~ 

aspect was ve.ry significant by the re,sentment show by the older 

aad more eXperienced participants to the young supervisors who· 

were not much ·over 20 years of age. Quantitatively too; the 

number of persons detailed to supervl.se the Sichemes were 
i . 

inadequate. For example, in the District of Temerloh, Pahang, 

there we.re in 1964 one Dist.rict Officer, two Assistant Dist,rict 

Officers, one Assistarit Supervisor and l8 Field As,sistants to 

look after J4 Fringe schemes covering 16,500 acres with 2,460 

participating families. It is obser\red that even the system of 

Vif3iting Agents fail.ad to ensure an adequate supervision. It has 

· been reported that some States did not appoint the. reqµired 

number of Visit-ing agents. The lack of personnel in the ~in:istry 

of Lands and Mines.al.so led to the more •noting and filing' of 

the. Visiting Agents• reports which in turn led to . loW quality 

inspe:ctions and report.s from them. In the state of Pa:hang, in 

1966, only 64 of the 13'9 scheme's were visited and the majority of 

64 schemes were not visited twice a year as ·1aid down in the 

regulations. 

The inadequate supervision of the Fringe schemes was 

further aggravated by the frequent transfer of personnel from 

the District Office depleting whatever experience was available. 
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In order to overcome this situation and the attendant problem 

the Malacca State government in 1963 relieved tl:Ie District Of fice·r 

of its responsibilities for Fringe schemes and brought them 

under the direct control of the State Commissioner of Lands and 

Mines. A full-time supervisor and manager were appointed to look 

afte,r the schemes. Such action had brought promising results and 

the Malacca Schemes ar.e now considered to be amongst the best in 

the country. 

The intentions of the Fringe programme are commendable 

for the sche'!les attempt to raise the income level of those who 

hav:e economically less viable holdings due mainly to fragmentation 

over the years. The l:i!mitations tl:iat led to tne failure of these 

schemes were noted earlier, but there are ce·rtainly some important 

advantages which can be utilized as guides for the future • The 

initial advantage is that it co.sts the Government much less as 

the Fringe schemes do not involve the resettlement or transfer 

of the participants. In fact, the assistance given by the 

Government is in the form of planting stock, fertilizers and a 

cash loan of M$310 per acre. The entire range of activities 

from planting to maintenance is the re1sponsibility of the 

participants. The second advantage arises from the first as far 

as the,re is no transfer or resettlement of the participants social 

dislocation is at a minimum, and whatever changes that do take 

place due to the impact of the scheme will be gradual. Under 

these circumstances the investment on social amenities and 

settler development is non-existence o.r is minimal. The 
disadvantages however, out.weighs the advantages. It is evident 
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from the earlier sections that land development is a highly integrated 

complex process and its ·success demands a holistic consideration of 

both the land ahd the man. It is a fact that there exists an immense 

demand for land, bl:lt this does not mean that the farmers can be 

sufficiently motivated by little as:sistance from the government to 

work on marginal land and make their ventures a s,u.ccess·. The 

participants are in no position to incur any additional investment 

when they are already under a great strain trying to maintain 

themselves ·and their families. If the participants were able to 

bear additional investment on land then the Fringe ·scheme·s would not 

have come into existence·. It is therefore, not a wonder that at 

least 40 per cent of the schemes are complete failures requiring 

rehabilitation • 

As indicated ear lie.r the financial provision for the develop-

ment of 1''.ringe s1chemes covered the 10:...year period of 1960-QO. 

Realizing its limited succe·ss, and with the establishment 0£ FELORA as 

a full,...fledged land development agency, the task ·Of ·developing Fringe 

schemes was :handed over to it. Although these schemes still maintain 

m:any of the earlier characteristics and are still even to this date 

ret'erred to as Fringe schemes there are some differences. Under the 

point system, the participants are Jointly selected by the State 

Government and FELDA, and they are required to work as casual labourers 

in the scheme if needed. Each participant is given a share equivalent 

to eight ac:res in the scheme which is managed by FELCRA as a co-

operative venture. FELCRA opened its first Fringe. scheme in 1,970, 

and by the end of 1977 has developed 31 schemes covering an area 

of 40,411 acres involving l,681 participants. 
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Chapter 4 

Settler Selection and Intake 

selection of Settlers 

The settlers are the backbone of the FEIDA projects. 

Eventually it is they who can make any scheme a success or. a 

faUure. Such a dependence necessitates a cautions approach· to 

settler selection and intake as any .incorrect judgement in this 

direction can depress or nullify the economic viability of a scheme. 

In respect of settler intake, the Federal Government's and State 

Government is stipulation is that about 20 per cent of all places 

in a FELDA scheme be made· available to ex-servicemen possessing 

·minimtllll qualifications, and the State Government's requirement is 

that 50 per cent of the settlers (other than ex-servicemen) should 

be fran the State in which the scheme is situated provided that the 

,prospective settlers }1ave minim.um qualifications. Within this 

f rarnelNOrk FELDA has· adopted certain procedures and criteria in 

order to obtain the correct type -of settlers·. 

Prior to the establishment of the Bilut ValleN" Scheme 

(1959) there was no single or uniform system for the sele,ction of 

settlers • The general policy guidelines however, were based on 

the Working Party 1 s reconunenda.tion that the settlers should h,ave 
\ 

the necessary agricultural backgrourid or experience for the crop 

which is to be developed. As early as 1956, FELDA in one ot thei.r 

policy statements admitted that there is no single test fhr ·· 

selecting persons for development schemes, but indicated that 

11a family background is probably essential, but the man must also 
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have initiative". 

The preference by both the Working Party an& the '~olicy 
statement was for those applicants with an agricultural bS.i;kground: 

But the f'orm.er insisted on settlers having actual expe,rience in the 

crop to be grown in the scheme.. FELDA, an the other hand, was more, 

flexible and emphasized a general agricultural background. FE:LOA • s 

inclusion of initiative as an important char9-cteris,tic in the 

selection is rather revealing for it was interested only in thQse 

who were "prepared to help themselves'" • Initiative is oer'tiainly 

one of the important , qualities that should be had by a pros,pecti;ve 

settler, but to consider "the surest s.ign of initiative is to have 

saved mqney for a definite object" is rather vague. If savings 

were used as a criterion, a high percentage of those to l:>e helped 

and assisted Within the Mala.y.sian rural ,'sector, for which purpose 

FEIDA was created; would be aatomat.ically disql:\alified. such a 

selection or elimination system. would certainly, fa;vour those who 

are already above the !llinimum standard c;f livnig level. Although 

those who did not have savings were not completely left 'out, the 

evidence of initiative of such persons had to be bas.ed on 

recommendations of the penghulus or ketua kampong. The experience 

0£ Ayer Lanas however, proved that this system was unreliable as 

there was a tendency for recommendations to be given to known 

t..r.ouble make:t"s in the village in order to get rid of them. 

Despite many recommendations and policy statements, 

there were no general guidelines for the selection of settlers, 

in most of the pre-1960 schemes. In 1961, FELDA agreed that in 
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the future development proje.cts the first priority would be given 

to people who were landless (or substantially ·so), and who were 

in danger of becoming a b'urden to the state utlless they would 

become cUltivators. FELD!A W-d.S aware that a settlement scheme is 

planned with the aim of creating a new living community, with 

roots in the new soil• such an action entails the bripging 

together not only thu.e fanners, but also others with proper 

initiative, onto land wl)ich is to give the highest possible return 

and also social stability. SU.ccessful land development and 

settlement within this context demands tha.t sui:table persons be 

selected. Consequently, a. fairly rigid system of 'Selectioo had to 

be adopted for settlers who wish to participate in FELDA echemes. 

In the process much consideration was given to the selection -of 

- people whose needs are most presaing and "the type. of people who 

_ are likely to put up with difficult conditions and work hard. in 

order to i'ulfil the -economic &nd s·ocial objectives''· 

There is no dotibt that the main crite1ria that need 

consideration for selection are a candidate's suitability and his 

need for land. However, through the years many changes were made. 

Between the years 1961 and 1964 ·a preliminary selection of 

applicants was based on the particulars submitted in the respective 

applications. - These particulars by way of prerequisites included 

i. Malaysian citizens or State nationals. 

ii. Age 21 to 50 years. 

iii. Married;, preferably with children. 

iv. Landless or W!-th rural land holdings of lea.a than 
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two acres. 

v. Agricultural background. 

vi • .Physi c'al.ly fit • 

At the actual interview, the applicant•s suitability 

was assessed on ·a point system for certain desirable qualities 

and qualifications possessed by them. The breakdown of this 

point system was as follows: 

i. Age of applicants (21 to 50) 

ii. Married preferably with children 

iii. Landless or with rural land holdings of 

less than two acres 

iv. AgricUltural background 

v. Physical fitness 

Maximum points 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

Total 100 

It is observed that those who were landless, around 35 

years of age with a large number of dependents, physically fit 

and possessing additional skills were given relatively higher 

points than others.. The maxim:um number of points a .candidate .may 

obtain was 100 but any candidate obtairrl,ng less than 50 points was 

disqualified fran selection. This point system prevailed up to 

1964. But in 1965, although the same criteria were maintained, 

the maximum number of points a candidate mq obtain was reduced 

to 50 giving 10 points to each of the five criteria. Ar¥3 

candidate obtaining less than 25 points was disqualified from 

selection. The age criterion too was changed and those between 
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25 and 35 years received the maximum. nUJJiber of points. The point 

system ttiat came into operation in 1965 is given below. 

Maximum po:i.nt 

L Age ·of applicant ( 25 to 35) 10 

ii. Married preferably with children 10 

iii. LB41dless or with rural land holdings of 

less than two, acres 

iv. Agricultural. background 

v. Physical fitness· 

Total 

10 

10 

10 ·-
:50. 

In 1966 an additional cI'iterion viz "without serious 

criminal rec.ords11 was added, bU:t points "Were awarded f:or certain.· 

desirable qualit-ies and qualifications possess'ed by the applicant 

with special emphasis on age,. family siz.e, landownership .and 

skills • The points awarded for . certain de.sirable qualities and 

qualifications covered the following 

Age. A maximum of 10 points at ages 28, 29 and JO, t'he 

points decreasing in nliimber with any rise or fall in age. 

Fami];y Size. A rna.ximl..Ull of five points at the rate of one 

point per child. 

Landlessness. A maximum of five points for complete 

non-ownership decreasing to zero points for ownership 

of more than two acres. 

Skill. Two points for evecy skill and trade. The 

maximum number of points alloted under this criterion 
~ 

is ten. 
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It is observed that Under the 1966 point system the 

maxi.mum number of points an applicant may obtain was reduced to 

30, and those who obtain less than 15 points were disqualified. 

In 1967, on the other hand,-emphasis was laid on a 

candidate•s suitability and his need for land for agricultural 

purposes • The maximum number of points a candidate may obtain 

remained the same as for 1966, but to keep a balance between 
l 

suitability and need, certain criteria were. quantified according 

to FELDA' s requirements. The detailed point system that came into 

being is given in Appendix 4.1. 

In 1968 the total number of points assigned was increased 

to 35 but those who obtained less than 20 points were disqualified. 
' 

- The points awarded were as follows: 

i. Age of applicant ( 21 to 45) 

ii. Number of children 

iii. Agricultural background 

iv. . Landless or with rural land holdings 

of less than two acres 

v. Physical fitness 

Details of points awarded under age 

Maximum point 

Total 

10 

5 

10 

5 

5 

.35 

criterion were: 

Age Point Age Point 

21 4 25 8 

22 5 26 9 

~ 6 27 10 

24 7 28 10 
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Age Point Age ·Point 

29 10 38 4 
JO 9 39 4 
31 8 40 3 

J2 7 4.l 3 

33 7 42 2 

34 6 43 2 

35 6 44 1 

36 5 45 1 

37 5 

rt is observed that those. who were less than 2!l. years old 

and more than 45 years old were disqualified.. . The criterion •number 

of children' was awarded the following points: 

No. of Children Points 

5'and over 5 

4 4 

3 J 

2 2 

1 1 

0 0 

Those who obtain less than 20 points were.also disqualified from 

selection. 

Between the years 1969 to June 1974 the total number of 

points a candidate maJ obtain was again brought down to 30 but the 

disqualification limit of less than 20 points was maintained. 

The points were awarded as follows: 
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i. Age (18 to 35) 

ii. Number of children 

iii. Skills/Experience 

Maximum point·s 

10 

5 
(one point per child ,up 
to five children} 

6 

iv. La.ndles·s or with ru.ral holding·s of less 

than.two acres 

v. Educational level 

5· 

4 

Tota,]. JO 

It is evident that the National Operations Council (NOC) 

in ~969 a:pprove<;l that ·in respect of . the age criterion only 

applicants iil the 18 to 35 years age· group b.e cqnsidered for 

selection, w,ith the exception that for ex-servicemen the. upper age 

limit would be 4,0 years· •. C.oaseque:ntly, ~he most number of points 

was alloted ·to the age factor, ·and FELD A .gave priority to candidates· 

within the age group 23 to 26 in response t.o the NOC' s concern of 

the .high rate of unemployment in the less than .26 year group. 

The relevant point allocation w:-c1.s: 

Age Point Age Point 

18 5 JO 6 

19 6 31 5 

20 7 ·32 4 

21 8 33 3 

22 9 34 2 

23 to 26 10 35 1 

27 9 J6 to 40 1 (ex-servicemen) 
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Prerequisites in vogue for selection of applicants to 

become FELDA s·ettlers are indicated in Appendix 4. 2. It is 

observed that in the earlier systems only the applicant (husband) 

was required to be present. at the interview. Presently, bb:th 

husband and wife are required to be present. The maxi.'nttm number 

of points alloted to a candid.ate husband is 27 while the point 

allocation to his wif.e is 13. The maximum numbe,r of points that 

can be earned by both candidate husband and :his wife therefore, is 

40. Any candidate .family obtaining less than 25 points is 

disqualified from selection. It is also evident that some 

modii'ications and: widening of ·some of the earlier criteria has 

been c~rried out. The ·select.ion committee is now guided by a 

given set of four c:riteria which can be grouped as two 

'S'uita:bility Criteria' a:nd two 'Need Criteria'. Points are given 

for each criterion in orcie.r to assess the suitability or need of 

the applicant. The four main criteria employed are: 

1. Suitability Criteria 

i. Age of applicant 

ii,. Skills/Experience 

2. Need Ori teria 

i. Family size 

ii. Land ownership 

The age of the applicant is given a high priority. This 

is evident even in the earlier system. But the earlier systems 

with reference to age were net practicable for a num.ber of -v:alid 
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1 reasons. The maximum age limit of 50 years was unsuitable from 

both the aspects of the physical capability of the settlers to cope 

up with the arduous task of pioneering and the repa~ent of loans 

by settlers. Rubber takes nearly seven years tb come into maturity 

and loan repayments have to be made within 16 years. A settler 

therefore, will need at least 23 years after resettlem:ent to repay 

FELDA. If he was 50 years at time of entry he would be 73 years 

before he could clear his debts. The need to reduce the upper age 

·limit for applicants however, was recognized by the NLC as early 

as 1960 when it recommended the upper limit to be 45 years. But 

FELDA adopted this suggestion only in 1964. In the following year 

FELDA awarded ~he maximum 10 points for those between the ages 28 

and JO years as compared to J5 and·36 years previously. In 1969, 

FELDA again revised its entry qualifications for settlers in 

respect of age whereby only applicants between the ages 18 and 35 

were considered for resettlement in its schemes. This change was 

made in response to the NOC's decision that in respect of age only 

applicants in the 18 to 35 years group should be considered for 

selection. Presently, FELDA gives priority to candidates within 

the age group 23 to 26 who receive the maximum of 10 points. This 

change was brought not only because of NOC 1 s concern mentioned 

earlier but also, to make FEIDA operations more rational. If the 

oldest settler is 35 years of age at the time of entry, he wouid 

be around 53 years at time of full loan repayment and not 65 or 73. 

1 It must be noted that this age limit was abandoned quite early 
by FEIDA. 
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Exceptions however, are made only in the case of ex-servicemen 

where the upper limit is raised to 40 years. It must be noted 

that applicants who are younger than 23 years secure a 

progressively les·ser number of points on a pyramidal struct~re. 

A breakdown of settlers according to age groups of schemes 

examined .is given in Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 in order to 

comprehend the past and present trends as a result of changes in 

the t age criterion for selection•. 

The other suitability criterion, skills, too have 

undergone some changes. The original. 'agricultural background' 

h.!3,-s been qualified to include "preferable with some additional 

and useful ·Skills" and include skills such as business, tailoring, 

carpentry etc. The maximum number of poirlts an applicant receives 

is 6, and- ts given to those with agricultural and trade skills. 

Experience in rubber and oil palm receives a maximum of 6 points 

e~ch, and experience in dusun or vegetables receives one point 

each. Priority t'herefore, will be given to those applicants who 

have the necessary skills to suit the agricultural requirements 

and the t~ade service requirements of the project. Such a change 

has resulted in the intake of settlers from a wide background 

spectrmn. Although the majority _who apply are agriculturists 

and have experience in rubber, a fair percehtage from other 

vocations too, have been completely absorbed in the schemes. 

In fact, field examination indicates that some of the highly 

successful settlers are from vocations other than agricultural. 

Their success clearly demonstrates the judiciousness of the 
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TABLE 4.1 PERCENT.AGE BPJill{])()w1I OF SETTLERS AGCO.aDING TO AGE GROUPS. INDIVIDUAL SCHEVIES 

-
Ji.GE GROUP 

Beiow 20 & 2.5 & 30 &,; 35 & 40 .& 45 & 50 & Non 
'20 below· below below below below beJ,.ow above Response 

yea.rs 25 30 3.5 40 45 50 50 ----·----·- --~-

Jengka I (0) (4) (5) (20) (10) . (14) (1) (0) (b) o.o 7.4 9.3 37.0 18.5 25.9 1.9 o.o o.o 
Kg~ :Cha.haya a;iaharu (1) (d) (4) (4) (8) (17) (13) (23) (1) 

L4 o.o ).6 5.6 1.1.3 23.9 18.3 32.4 1.4 
Taib Andak (2) (2) (1) (4) (4) (10) (J.6) (14) (16) 2.9 2.9 1.4 . .5 .8 ).8 14.5 23.2 20.J 23.2 
l3uki t :Besa.r (o) (1) (1) (7) (24) (23) (17) (12) ( 1) o.o 1.2 1.2 8.1 27.9 . 26. 7 19.8 14.0 1.2 
Tenang Besut (0) (1) (4) (8) (J) (7) (10) (7) (o) > ;;a 

. +-'" o.o 2.5 -1.0.0 20.0 7.5 17 .. 5 25.0 17.5 o.o 
Sebera.ng Tayor (0) (4) (14) (13) (18) (13) (13) (10) (0) o.o 4.7 16.5 15.3 2;1..2 15.3 J..5.3 11.8 o.o 
Bu.kit Goh (o) (4) (19) (42) (24) (12) (2) (1) (1) o.o 3.8 18.1 40.0 22.9 J.1.4 i.9 1.0 1.0 
Chalok Ba.rat (0) (4) (39) (47) (11) (3) (1) (0) (0) o.o 3.8 37 .1 44.8 10.5 2.9 1.0 o.o o.o 
Jera.ngau (0) (8) (10) (27) (41) (30) (25) (10) (1) o.o 5.3 6.6 17.8 27.o 19.7 16.4 6.6 0.7 
Tenang (o) (0) (2) (2) (0) (o) (o) (o) (o) o.o o .. o 50.0 50.0 o.o o.o . 0.0 o.o o.o 

- Pasak (0) (0) . ( 3) (8) (16) (19) (4) (14) (o) o.o o.o 4.9 13.l 26.2 26.2 6.6 23.0 0.0 
-->·•-..,,,w•··-,,_,__,,___, --•· ·--··-·•--.----· ---··,.•~·-·- ___ ,_ ....... -····-- _....___ __ 
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TABLE 4.2 PlURCENTAGE llREAKDOWN OF $El'TLERS ACCOfU)ING TO AGE GROUPS. ALL SCIDMES 
... .___., 

----~--

::j ti· 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
ro ~ ::I· (\j 

7d {ll E-1 fa Ct-4 CJ i::q tll <D 8 0 s ·~ ~ p;:i Ill) fCl a (!) AGE GROUP H 

~ § +> ..c: Cil qo ..!.4 § r s:: 0 th Cil +> a; fi +> 0 ~ (J) r.r.:i 

:a ,.0 

~ 
(]) ..... r-'I 0 $ ,.0 ~· Cil fi (ll fi r"I 

i:;:j Ci! (1) .!:I . Q) Q.) cd &! ~ <D 
'"':> 0 E-t P'l E-1 Ul pq 0 '""=>. 8 Po. 

~ 
:Balov; 20 years o.o 33.3 66.7 o.o o.o o.o o .. o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.4 
20 & below 25 14.J o.o 7.i 3.6 3.6 14.3 14.3 14.3 28.6 o.o o.o J.3 
25 & below 30 4.9 3.9 1.0 1.0 3.9 13.6 18.4 37.9 9.7 1.9 2.9 12.3 

'° 30 & below 35 10.9 3.8 4.4 7.l 23.0 25.7 14.8 4.4 21.9 VI 2.2 2.2 
l~l 

35 & below 40 6.J 5.0 2.5 15.0 1.9 11.3 15.0 6.9 25.6 o.o 10.0 19.1 
40 & below 45 25.9 23.9 14.5 26.7 17.5 i5.3 11.4 2.9 20.5 o.o 11.0 17.5 
45 & below 50 1.0 12.7 15.7 16.7 9.8 12.7 2.0 1.0 24.5 o.o 3.9 12.2 
50 & above 50 o.o 25.3 15.4 13.2 7.7 11.0 1 .• 1 o.o 11.0 o.o 15.4 10.9 
Non Response o.o 5.0 80.0 5.0 o.o o.o 5.0 o.o 5.0 o.o o.o 2.4 -------- ........ 
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T!BLE 4. 3 BREAKDOWN OF SEI'TLERS ACCORDING TO AGE GROUP nr TWO 
REl?RESENT.ATIVE RUBBIB .AJ.'ID OIL PALM SCHEMES AS AT END OF 1974 

~--~----------·--·----------

l!'.ELDA Gedangsa 

Phase J~ge Group Entry Date ---------·----·---
I 22-31 

32-41 
42-51 
52-61 
62-71 

8.8.1962 
8.8.1962 
8.8.1962 
8.8.1962 

Total 

No. of Settlars 

14 
74 
14 

l 

103 

13.59 
71.85 
13.59 
0.97 

100% 
------~-~-.. -........ ·~-_.,..._·--·,....,..-"'-.-------~-.,..,---~·-------

II 22-31 
32-41 24.2.1964 
42-51 24.2 .• 1964 
52-61 24.2.1964 
62-71 24.2.1964 

Total 

28 
50 
17 

1 

96 

29.17 
52.08 
17. 71 
1.04 

1007; 
--·-~···- ··~---------------~"---··-·--·---··--· ----

22~31 11 •. 2.1968 1 III 0.64 
32-41 11. 2.1968 116 
42-51 ll.2.1968 31 
52-61 ll.2.1968 7 
62-71 

·Total 155 
IV 22-31 

32 .. 41 2 .12 .1970 16 
42-51 2.12.1970 94 
52-61 2.12.1970 47 
62..;71 2.12.1970 2 

Total 159 
Grand Total 513 

-------·-·--··----~-----------

FELD.A J engka II 

.Phase Age Group Entry Date lJo o of Settlers -- -----...,~------

. __, __ ... , _____ 
I 22-31 1.10.1970 69 

32-41 1.10 .1970 28 
42-51 

Total 97 

II 22-31 Oct./Dec • .1970 130 
32-41 Oct./Dec. 1970 117 
42-51 Oct./Dec. 1970 3 

Total 250 
Grand Total 347 

74.84 
20.00 
4.52 

10.06 
59.12 
29.56 
1.26 

lOOjb 

9~ of Total _... ____ 
71.13 
28.87 

100% 
_,,__......,_. _____ 

52.00 
46.80 
1.20 

100% 
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expansioh of the skill criterion to encompass a wider sphere .• 

Table 4.4 gives the breakdown of settler background for the FELDA 

schemes examined and Table 4.5 gives the same information for a 

few selected schemes as, supplied by FELDA. It ihdicates the 

present trends, and also endorses the the.sis that specific 

experience in the crop grown is not a fundamental requirement to 

become a successful settler in a FELD:A schem:e. 

A recent introduction, included only in 1970, is the 

awarding of a maximUm of four points for educational qualifications. 

The maximum :is normally awarded t.o those with a Lower Certificate 

of Education or higher qualifications, The two reasons for the 

incorporation of this criterion are initially, to provide employment 

opJ:>ortunities fo.r: school dropouts and second, to provide the FELDA 

sohe.'lle·e with a more literate group of settlers who could participate 

more• meaningfully and efficiently in management affairs. 

The twa need criteria, family size and la:nd ownership, 

are given a maximum of five points each• The family size indicates 

the applicants need, and one point is awarded per child up to five 

children. l:Jrunarried applicants .are not accepted. Tab'le 4.6, 4. 7 

indicates the number of children per settler family for the schemes 

exa."Ilined and 4.8 gives the similar information as supplied .oy 
FELDA. It is evident that there is a progressive decline in the 

number of children per family in the newer schemes as compared 

with the older scheme·s. The advantages of a smaller family size 

needs no elaboration here. 

The ownership of land, on the other hand, indicates not 



TABLE 4.4 PERCENTJ~GE J3REAICDOVJU OF S.i!..TTLER BACKGROUND - OCCUPA'l'IOH BY TYPE OF WORK 

--- ...-.........., 

OCCUPL'I!ION 
Agriculture Ind:ustry Labour.er Casual Worker Others lfon Response ~..._._...___._ ... 
-...-..-~--~--- ·---........_, 

-~---- -Jengka .I 48.1 3.7 24.1 3.7 20.4 o.o 
Kg. Chahaya. Baharu 26.8 o.o 39.4 o.o 33.8 o.o 
Tai b J: .. ndak 20.3 :L.4 47.8 2 .• 9 26.1 1.4 
:Suki t Bes ar 36.0 1.2 37.2 2.3 22.1 1.2 
Tena.ng Besut 67.5 o.o 12.5 2.5 17.5 o.o 
Seberang Tayor 36.5 o.o 18.8 3.5 38.8 2.4 
Bu.kit Gob. 61.0 o.o 2l.O 2.·9 15.2 o.o cg 
Chalok Barat 47.6 o.o 24.8 1.0 26.7 o.o 
Jera.ngau 47.4 2.6 13.2 2.6 30 .3 3.9 
Tet.ang 50.0 o.o 25.0 o.o 25.0 o.o 
Pasa.k 47.5 3.3 26.2 o.o 21.3 1.6 
Percent of 

43.8. L.2. 25.5 ~6.l all Schemes 2 .• 2 1.3 -------... --........ ,_. ____ . ""----·-·--·---,·---·--. ·---- ____ ,.. _____ ,._ 
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TABLE 4.5 SEI'TLERS BA.CKGROm'Il FOR A FEW S.ELECTED F"~DA SCBEMES - NUMBER AND PERCEN"TLGE J..CCORDING 

TO PROFESSION 

--~ 

Ill 
F-4 Q) 

F-4 Q) 0 
F-4 ~ 

(!) f.:I Q) 

Q) ~ 8& ~ p., 0 F-4 tr ~ 
..p (!) 0 
§ I t,..i 'd Fol !;:;=. Q) 

* E-1 H Q) Q) <D p., 
r-1 A~ ..p § (J) 

~ ~ Pol F-4 Q F-4 Q) Ol 
Q) <D Q) ..-!~ (J) (!) .:.:; ~ <d ,a ;j ;B ..c::: § -r-1 

~ 
I> ~ 

p., 1l ..p 

~ 
Ul UJ :> 'O .,; 0 
ro ro ·ri a fi1 ~. ..c::: +> 0 

0 Pol IXi IXi 0 ~ Cll 0 8 

·-·~----------" 

Jengka I, 209 115 T' 18 5 4 8 7 41 6 12 498 :; 
Pah~ (42%) (237b) (15%) ( 4'i~) (17s) (17;) (zt~) (lfo) (8fo) (17s) (2%) 

Buki t J3esar, 144 97 5 25 32 31 9 25 9 21 398 
Johore ( 37?;) ( 25/~) (11b) ( 6:fii) (8j6) (8}s) (2j;) (6%) (2%) (57~) '° '° Ulu Tebrau, 97 57 12 204 13 3 14 17 4 21 442 
Johore (22/o) (lJJ;i) ( Jfo) (4~;) ( 37~) (1%) ( ]'~) (4/:i) (~{;) (45;) 

Pasalc, 48 87 17 9 28 3 3 62 2 13 272 
Johore (l&;;~) ( 32fS) (~b) ( 37~.) (lOCj~) ( lj'~.) (1%) (23fS) (1%): ('.17)) 

WP--.,---··~--~-····-- ______ .... __ ----... --.. ·-··•--""--· 

* Include barbers, guards, trishaw peddlers, temporary teachers , mandors and W1specified jobs. 
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I TABLE 4.6 NUMBER OF CHILDREN PER F.AMILY. INDIVIDUAL SCHEMES 

I 
CIULDREN' 

I Nohe One Two Three Four Five & 11. bove 
---- -~----·--·- ---

I' i:Tengka I 3.7 14.8 18.5 27.8 13.0 22.2 

I Kg. Challa.ya Baharu 8.5 15.5 9.9 15.5 26 •. 8 23.9 

I Taib Andak 1.4 1.2 15.9 21.7 23.2 30.4 

Bul<:it l3esar 1.0 5.8 10.5 20.9 23.3 32.6 .I . Tenang Be sut 10.0 7.5 17.5 12.5 22.5 30.0 I. 
Se berang Tayo:u 11.8 12.9 20.0 16.5 12.9 25.9 

,I Bukit Goh 21.9 21.9· 18.l 17.l 8.6 12.4 

I Che.lok; Ba.rat 11.4 12.4 24.8 24.8 10.5 16.4 

I Jerangau 15 •. 1 18.4 23.7 17 .8 5.9 19.1 

I Tenang 25.0 o.o 50.0 o.o o.o 25.0 

I Pasek 3.3 9.8 16.4 29 .• 4 ia.o 23.0 

.I. 
I 
I 



~------------------""'!!l!!!!!!!!!!!!i!I ____________________ ~~~~~----~ ~ --....................... ._ ......... _ 
• 

.TJJ3LE 4.7 NUMBER OF CfilLDREl~ PEii F JJ;'.IIL Y Q .ALL SCHElIES (%) 
------·--···-----._-_·:--

~· 
·-···------§"'........._ - ---

{i . m .d 
H 

~j 
re ~ ~k 8 ~ r-1 I'll 

CHIL,:PREH m a cU r-1 (!) 

.+). I; ~ +=' 
~ 'f m a 

~ k'~. -+" om -al .~~ § ,Q .... m . (J) . .... M~ ·~ ·~ ·~ -;Q 

~ 
d ~ tll 

~ ·~ E-t ~. (JJ (!) a} C/l !-'.';) ~ E'i : ·. 0 ~ E-t {lf ~{. 
--.--.~-·-,·---··--· -.. -. --~--~ --.--:~~·- -. ·~------ ~-·--·-:-· .... --·-
None 2.2 6.1 1.1 6.7 4.4 :i:.1.1 25.6 l).j 25.0 1.i 2.2 10.8 
One 7.1 9.7 4.4 4.4 2~7 9.7 20.4 11.5 24.8 o.o 5.3 13.5 
Two 6.5 4.5 7.1 5.8 4.5 11.0 12.3 16.9 23.4 l.3 9.5 18.4 
Three 8.9 6.5 8.9 l0.7 3.0 8.3 10.1 i5.5 16 .. a o.o 10.7 20.1 
Four 5.6 15.J 12.9 16.1 7.3 8.9 7.3 8.9 7.3 o.o 8.9 14.8 
Five a.nd above 6.4 9.1 11.2 15.0 6.4 11 .• 8 1.0 9.1. 15.8 0.5 7.5 22.4 

----~------

TABLE 4.8 SEJ.'TT...ERS ; Fl.iMILY SIZE (END 1976) 
I-' 

·14 & ~ 
~fo 0 of Children 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 12 13 bo Total ......._...._. ___ _.___ __ ..._..___. __ _._.__. __ ... __ . ----- , ___ A:,_V9 

.Bilu.t Valley 
No. of settlers Il 24 35 35 50 64 94 69 56 36 20 .14 4 0 2 5:1.4 
% of Total 2.1 4.7 6.8 6.8 9.7 12.5 18.3 13.4 10.9 7.0 J.~ 2.7 o.8 o.o 0.4 100 
-----·----··----·--- -·-·-- . --. - . -- . 

Jengka Two 
No. of settlers 5 13 50 76 70 40 31 18 5 4 0 0 0 l 0 313 
)£ of Total 1.6 4.2 16.o 24.3 22.4 12.8 9.9 5.8 1.6 1.3 o.o o.o o.o 0.3 o.o 100 

------···~-·-··· .. ·--·-~--.. --·-·--·--·-
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only an urgent economic· need but also the government's policy and 

national obje.ctive of giving land to the landle.ss. Applicants 

wi t'hout any land! of their own are awarded a maximum of five point·s. 

From this maximum the scoring rate is progressively reduced by one 

point for every half-acre owned. N·o points. are given to those who 

possess more than two acres of land. :En fact, any family possessing 

more than two acres of rural land holcting and / or ~n excess of one 

lot of t.oWri land is disqualified from selection in accordance with 

the provisions of (G .S.A.) Act of 1960 under Section 19(2) which 

states: 

"No person who is a proprieter or·co-proprieter of 
any iliand. other than -

a)' country land not exceeding two acre;s in area or 

b} a single plot of town land used solely for his 
own resiO,ential use or 

c) both such colmtry or town land 

shall be eligible to occupy a. rural holding so long as 
such holding continued to be state land". 

Although selections are based on the point system,, FELDA 

usually observes the Federal Gove·rnment 1 s and state Goverrnnent' s 

stipulation and requirement. Irrespective of the basis of 

selection all applicants have to be interviewed and their names 

approved by the State Legislative in which the scheme is located .• 

Interviews are carried out periodi..cal]y in various part·s of the 

·country by a Selection Board normally co111prising the Ria·gional 

Secretary, Chief Settler Affairs Officer and the Distri·ct Office-I' 

or his representative. The final selection however, is made by 

FELDA on the point system given earlier. 
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Interviews 

The selection process has been highly streamlined for 

efficient and quick disposal. But it is observed that the waiting 

period between the date of submission of applications and the 

interviews varies from State to State. This variation is due 

mainly to the degree to which land development is already taking 

place and the .number of c.q.>proved projects for each State. In the 

State of Johore where ·Schemes are being developed, the chances of 

being interviewed and resettled early are definitely greater 

compared to those applicants from states where there are fewer or 

no s·chemes being opened. 'l'hose applicants from the more populated 

States where the availability offered :ts low will be definitely at 

a disadvantage. This is evident from the fact that during the 

first half of 1970 FEIDA carried out interviews in four different 

States viz. Pahang, Negri Sembilan, Malacca and Perak. From 

Table 4.9 it can be observed that the number of absentees in 

Negri .Sembilan and Malacca were rather high. 

TABLE 4.9 ABSENTEEIS~1 AT SETTLER INT'ERVIEWS, 1970 

STATE NO. CALLED ABSENTEES 

Pahang 464 4 

Negri Sembilan 1,061 344 

Malacca 383 153 

Perak 424 
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This high incidence of absenteeism in Negri sembU.an and Malacca 

can be explained by the longer waiting period between submissi6h 

of application and the interviews. Applicants who were tired of 

waiting to be interviewed, and re·sett1ed,. probably have found 

other jobs elsewhe.re or have changed their residences. The State 

origin of settlers in s·cl'le;ne·s examined is indicated in Table 

4.10. 

It is a.J:.so observed, that ,sliccess·f.ul candidates are not 

admitted into tfue scheme immediately after interviews.. Table· 

4.11 indicate.s the peiriod between interview and admission te 

schemes of U,.827 settlers. It is evident that ther~ is a great 

variation in the period s:eparatihg interviews .ancl entry. Less 

thaon 58 per cent were admi.tted earlier than one .year and nearly 

U per cent were admitted after a lapse of more than two years. 

A fairly long ·delay is evident even .' as late. as 1975. 

Applications were .opened for a thr-ee-mont'h period from 1st 

December 1973 to 28th Febru~ry l.974,. and: the total number of 

applieations received was 28,$12. Of these 19,.546 applicants 

were found t0 be succ.e.ssf'ul t·o become FELDA Se,ttlers, hut as 

la,te as April 1975 only 7 ,225 applicants had been processed1 

(vide Table 4.12). By the end of 1976 there were over 18,000 

selected settler candid'ates on the waiting lists. Under t'hese 

circumstance FEWA had decided to stop temporarily the 

acceptance. of new applications. However, new settler application 

is extected to be reopened, in 1978. 



.... - ..... - .... - _ .... ·-
.:t>Bu; 4.10 ST.ATE ORIGIN OF SETTLERS (p.c.) 

'O ; Q) Q) § •.-! M s::: M ...... 0 
~ 

cjj cjj 0 ...t SCHEME ,bl) P:, (/) bO () II> ~ t.o ll.O () ~ IU -r1 ~· • .,.. ..0 () 

~ M a i:: a· 7d (D 
~ s:t S1i ~ ctl 0 ctl i:;l. (I) fil i 'O .c: '<i1 ~ ..... M Cl) M •.-! Q) Q) Cl) Q) 0 Q) Q) § E-< Cf) 0.. 0.. z; ::.:: "":> ~ 0.. C7'l 0.. --Jengka I 3.7 o.o 3.7 5.6 1.9 1.9 13 .o 11.J,. 7.4 5.6 1.9 22.2 22.2 

Kg. Chahaya Baharu o.o 1.4 o.o o.o 1.4 1.4 o.o 93.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 2.8 o.o 
Taib Andak o.o o~o o.o o.o o~o o.o l.4 97.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o l.4 
Bukit Besar o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 96.5 o.o o.o 2.3 o.o 1.2 
Tenang Besut 92.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 2.5 o.o 2.5 o.o 2.5 I-' 

0 
\Ji 

Seberang Tayor 90.6 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.4 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Bukit Goh 6.7 o.o o.o 5.7 J.8 5.7 14.3 i.9 27.6 23.8 5.7 J.8 l.C 
Chalok Barat 95.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 2.9 o.o o.o 1.0 O.v 
Jerangau . 86.8 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.7· 12.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Tenang 75.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 25.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
Pasak o.o 4.9 o.o o.o o.c o.o o.o 95.1 o.o O.b o.o o.o ).l,, 

% of total 43.2 0.5 0.2 1.1 0.7 1.0 2.8 34.0 ?.8 3.5 1..2 2.3 l.'9 Interviewed 
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TABLE 4.11 PERIOD BETWEEN I.NTERVIEW AND ENTERING SCHEME 

YEAR NUMBER PERCENTAGE 

After 6 months or less 2,158 18.25 

Between 6 months a:nd one year 3,346 28.29 

Between l year and l~ years 901 7.62 

Between l! and 2 years 1,108 9.37 

Between 2 and 2~ years 405 3.42 

Between 2! and 3 years 516 4.36 

Between 3 and Jk years 155 2 .. 45 

Between 3 ! and 4 years 290 

4 years and over 365 J.09 

Not available 2,583 21 .. 84 

11,827 

TABLE 4.12 SUCCESSFUL SETTLER APPLICANTS BY AGE GROUP AND ORIGIN AS 
AT APRIL 1975 

STATE 18-20 21-25 A~ GRDUP 2 -JO 31-35 36 ... 40 TOTAL 

PEirlis 6 16 14 3 39 
Kedah 5 300 691 33'9 9 1,344 
Penang 13 73 77 19 182 
Perak 4 299 858 434 42 1,637 
Selangor 
Negri Sembilan 3 86 195 193 50 527 
Malacca 1 21 59 65 17 163 
Johore --· 
Pahang 
Trengganu 4 513 1,057 566 61 2.,201 
Kelanta:n 197 719 214 2 I,132 

... __ 
Total 17 1,435 J,·668 l,902 203 7,225 
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Settler Intake 

FELDA is a highly successful land developer. Whether 

the same success has been maintained in its settler intake 

activities is doubtful. 1''igure 4.1 indicates the Settle·r intake 

for the period 1959 to 1977, and ·rable 4.13 indicates the racial 

composition of settlers in the schemes examined. It is evident 

that there is a cumulative increase in the emplacement of settlers 

in the various scheme·s. Such a progress is inevitable with FELDA' s 

experience and the resulting increase in the pace of development 

of the other processes. However, it is emphatic that the progress 

has not been up to the standards FELDA maintains in other connected 

spheres 0f development. Unlike in lahd development where a 

spectacular progress has been shown, the intake progress has not 

only been low but also inconsistent. An examination of the yearly 

settler intake shows that FELDA has not fully accomplised the 

important task of maintaining a balance between land development 

and settler intake. Land development and settler placement are 

the two major parts that make the whole objective for which FELDA 

was created. The result of the lack of integration of these two 

aspects needs no elaboration here. But an early examination of 

the settler intake does not confer the correct perspective for 

bett,er understanding of the position with regard to settler intake. 

As a normal practice the intake of settlers into a 

scheme is scheduled to coincide with the phasing of develop.~ent 

of the main crop area. The Phase I settlers normally enter the 

scheme in the latter half of the second y~ar of development. 
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The first intake is normally 120 families. The two subsequent 

intakes (for a 3-phase scheme) of 140 families enter in the third 

and fourth year. Reports indicate that by the end of 1957 all 

400 settlers and their families have been introduced to Ayer Lanas 

giving the scheme a population of 2,038 in March 1958: The moving 

in of settlers immediately was due to the early method of work 

whereby all the tasks had to be carried out by the settlers 

themselves without help of paid or contract labour. A similar 

situ,ation is evident in· the Ohalok scheme where work on the 

ground was started in ·May 1958, and the selection of settlers was· 

made in June 1958. By 1959, 382 families were settled. It must 

however, be noted that both these schemes were carried out by the 

individual State Govem1tent Boards with the assistance of FELDA • 

In 1960 FELD:A hoped to settle 4,662 families, but by 

June 1960 only 2,530 settler families were moved fn. The target 

set for the Second Five-Year Plan by FELDA was to settle 4,800 

fanner families in 12 central villages per year. During the Plan 

period therefore, 24,000 fa~ilies would be settled in 60 planned 

vilJa ges • But in 1961 FELDA had been able to place only 715 

families in the various schemes, and in 1962 the number of 

resident settler families in the schemes increased to 3,648. 

An additional 763 sett~er families moved in during the second 

half of the year which brought the t.otal settle.r families by the 

end of 1962 to 4,411. On the other -hand the year 1963 witnessed 

the entry of 1,913 new settler farnilies into FELDA schemes. The 

cwnulative total by 30th June 1963 rose to 5,328 families giving 
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a total population of 28,335. During the second half 6f the year, 

1,512 familie·s moved in giving a cumulative total of 6,840 settler 

families by the end of 196J. In 1964, 2,043 families w.ere placed 

in the various phases of 28 schemes. It is therefore, evident 

that FELDA has not been able to maintain the settler intake quota 

envisaged in the Second Five-Year Plan. 'the inability was ·due to 
' 

the delays in the phase development of the schemes, and the slow 

progress of infrastructural development. 

The projected intake of se.ttlers during the First 

~alaysia Plan period was 12,745. The emplacement for 1966 was 

1,465 familie·S bringing the cumulative total to 10,320 families 

se.ttled in FELDA schemes. During the year 1967 a large number 

of applicant.s were successful, but their entry was delayed due 

to insufficient medical facilities for the required examination 

of the applicants. However, FELDA was able to settle 1,670 

families in the schemes. This intake increased the cumulative 

total to 12,390 - all settled in a span of ten years at the 

average of approximately 1,.239 families per year. On the 

contrary, the yearly average for the period 1957-1960 was only 

793 as compared to 1,074 for the 1961-1965 period. Under the 

First Malaysia Plan the envisaged average was 2,549 families 

per year. FELDA ·also estimated that by the end of 1970 there 

would be 22,000 families. On the basis of an average of 6.2 

persons per family and if all the processes involved moved 

according to plan FELDA would have settled about 136,000 persons. 

FELDA was also optimistic that for every 42 rural persons in 
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Peninsular Malaysia one would be in its schemes. Prbgress in the 

set~ling of families though satisfactory yet was not 

sufficiently rapid to maintain the good aspirations of FELDA. 

There were difficulties in housing contracts and an intake of 

1,100 families was delayed. But FELDA expected that in 1968 it 

would record its biggest yet annual intake of 3",000 families. 

True to the promise made in May 1967, FEIDA was able 

to settle 3,791 families in 1968. The increased pace in land 

development had been accompanied by a corresponding increase in 

the number .of families that was settled in the schemes. The 

largest number to be settled was in the State of Johore which 

served 1,190 families, and this was followed by 726 in Perak and 

578 in Negri Sembilan. The ability to exceed the target of 3,000 

set for the year was the result of the increase in the general 

pace of development of the provision of infrastructure~ On the 

contrary, 2,619 families or 75 per cent of the objective was 

settled in 1969. The main cause for the shortfall in settler 

intake for the year was the retarded rate of village development. 

In fact, the specific cause for the delay was the slow progress 

in the construction of village roads created by the lack of 

adequate capacity.for such work. Of the 2,619 families that were 

settled 1,226 were placed in land schemes in the State of Johore, 

467 in Negri Sembilan and 349 in Pahang. The Pahang intake was 

$'.'astically low for the same reasons mentioned earlier. With the 

ad di ti on of the year 1 s intake, the total number of f arnilies in 

FELDA schemes stood at 18,000 giving an approximate population 
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of 120,000 people. 

In 1970 FELDA put up a very impressive programme in 

respect of land development when compared to that of other years. 

But the total intake of settler families was on the whole rather 

unsatisfactory. FEIDA 1 s intention was to settle approximately 

J,500 families in 1970, but the actual intake was only 2,318. 

This intake was only 66.2 per cent of the target. It is observed 

that shortfalls in settler intake was a. oontinuous source of worry 

to FELDA, and according to them "the objective of land for landless 

is not being met as rapidly as it should be". The main causes for 

the shortfalls however, have not changed. The slow rate of 

infrastructural development for which the public sector service 

agencies are responsible had been the major obstacle. But to 

overcome the· recurrence of this obstacle, it was agreed in 1970 

that the Government set up a special unit of the Public Works 

Department to service FELDA needs. Even with the ve,ry active 

assistance and cooperation from, and adequate coordination with, 

other governrnent departments, the settler intake for the Second 

Malaysia Plan period was disappointingly low. 

The original intake target was 20,000 families during 

the plan period. In 1971 only 2,336 families or approximately 

14,000 persons were taken in against a target of 4,000 families. 

The intake for 1972 was 2,930 families which again was much below 

the target. Housing contractorsfound it difficult to obtain 

materials and this slowed down the rate of construction of settler 

houses causing a restriction on the number of settlers that could 
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be taken in. Moreover, the old problem of inability to achieve a 

more rapid pace of infrastructural development seemed to bug FELDA's 

endeavours to fulfil the target intake. But the situation showed 

considerable improvement in Pahang where the Public Works Department 

had e.stablished a special unit to handle FELDA projects. It is 

rathe·r unfortunate that the establishment of such special units 

in other states had not taken place early. At this stage another 

serious problem arose in the form of c.ompeting demands for heavy 

machinery. 

During the year 1972, 2,452 applicants were interviewed 

and 1,931 qualified to become settlers, yet FELDA was unable to 

place them. In 1973 only 2,060 families were emplaced in FELDA 

schemes. The main reason for this large decrease is the delays 

in t·he construction of settler homes. l''or similar reasons the 

number of successful candidates that remained to be settled stood 

at 1,735. The total number of families settled in all schemes by 

the end of 1974 was 30,100 giving an increase of 2,050 over 1973. 

This year too, showed a very unsatisfactory performance in respect 

of settler intake. Delays in construction of infrastructural 

se.rvice. and settler homes continued to plague any attempts to 

achieve a higher rate of intake. By the end of the plan period 

'(1975) FELDA was able to resettle only 13, 779 familie.s which is 

only 68.8 per cent of the envisaged target. In 1976 however, 

it was able, for the first time, to exceed its intake target 

by resettling 5,338 families. 
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APPENDIX 4.1 SETTLER SELECTION POINTS SYSTEt'VJ: '.:(1967) 

CRITERION SUITABILITY/ DETERMINANTS NEED FACTOR 

Age points Age Points 

21 3 34 6 
22 4 35 5 Suitability Ability to repay FEIDA 
23 5 B6 5 loan in a maximum period 
24 6 37 5 of 15 years. 
25 7 38 4 
26 8 39 3 
27 9 40 J 
28 10 41 2 High weighting To suit demobbed 
29 10 42 2 military personnel. 
JO 10 43 1 
31 9 44 l 
32 8 45 1 
33 7 

No. of Children Points 
5 and above 5 Need. The larger the family size 
4 4 the greater the need. 
3 3 
2 2 
1 l .Moderate weighting. 
0 0 

tand own1rship Points 
acreage 

0 5 Need The bigger the property 
~ 4 the less the need. 
1 3 Moderate weighting. 
l~ 2 
2 1 

Trade (skill) Points 

Rubber 4 Suitability Skills of advantage in 
Oil Palm 4 pioneer land settlement 

Communities. 
Others 1 (each) High weighting. 
Combined maximum 10 
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APPENDIX 4.2 SETTLER SELECTION POINI' SYSTEM (1974 1!0 PRESENT) 

ELIGIBILITY FACTOR 

Health factor 

HUSBM1D TOTAL.· 
POINTS 

Excellent health 6 
Mod~rate health .5 
Poor heal th 2 
Physically disabled 

(application will O 
be rejected) 

(Full points 6} 6 

Education Se,condary school 
(Form 1 and above) 4 

Primary school 
(Std. 4 to 6) 2 

Other schooling 
standards with 
ability to read 
and write 1 

(Full point's 4) 4 

Skill Bwsine ss skill 2 
Barber~rtg skill 2 

· Tailoring skill. 2 
Skill in handicraft· 2 
carpentary skill 2 
Mechanical trades 
skill 2 

working skill in 
rubber estates 2 

working skill in oil 
palm estates 2 

(Full points 6) 6 

Background Farmers, 1nshennen, 
Ex-servicemen 8 

M:ining workers, 
La~bermen 5 

Labourers, drivers, 
Office workers 
and others J 

(Full points 8) 8 

Number of children J children & above 3 
2 ,children 2 
1 child 1 
{Full points 3) 3 

Total for Husband 27 

·wIFE TOTAL 
POINTS 

Excellent health 6 
Moderate health 5 
Poor health 2 
Physically 

dis:abled 0 

(Full points 6) · 6 · 

Secondary school 
(Form 1 and above) 4 

Primary school 
(Std. 4 to 6) 2 

Other schooling 
standards with 
a:bility to read 
and write 1 

(Full points 4) 4 

Business ,skill 
Tailoring skiltl 
Embroidery/ 

kn;itting skill 
Weaving S'kill 
Skill in 

handicraft 

(Full point.s 3) 

No points 

No poiilts 

Total for Wife 

1 
1 

1 
1 

l 

J 

13 
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Chapter 5 

Size Concepts 

Enhanced income through agricultural development is the 

ultimate goal of the land settlement programme. Hence, the mere 

alienation or redistribution .of land would not in any way bring 

about the attainment of such an objective. The agricultural pattern 

to be evolved must yield a ret.urn which commensurate the investment. 

Since rubber, oil palm and also sugar cane and cocoa are the crops 

.on which agricultural development ih the schemes are planned, the 

success of the whole programme depends on the returns to these. 

crops. The present tendency is to give more importance to oil 

palm which demands a certain minimu.'!l acreage f.or an efficient 

output.. SUgar cane too, falls into this catego:ry. Rubber and 

cocoa also for other reasons involved in the resettlement process, 

demand large mini'!lU'll acreages. As already indicated large acreages 

are non-available within the proximity of the already existing 

settlement. The only alternative therefore, is to find land 

elsewhere. Consequently a simultaneous resettlement of persons 

becomes an inherent requirement in this development process. 

Under these circumstances FELDA is confronted with two major 

problems. 'l.1he first arises in the identification and selection of 

agriculturally suitable land for the purpose. The second is the 

creation· of economically viable farms fran the selected land. 

The two problens, in conjunction with the scale and magnitude of 

the envisaged programme, have given rise to an examination of not 

only the location/selection aspects but also the different size 
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concepts of the projects. The terms •location' and 'selection' 

needs no explanation, but the term 'size' whilst signifying the 

normal connotation encompasses the size of scheme., the size of the 

settlement unit and the size of individual holdings. 

Inadequate understanding of land as a resource has led 

to a belief in some quarters that a very large physical supply of 

land is available for crops. It must however, be noted that prior 

to these 'available a.reas 1 acquire an economic value they must be 

'developed'. This calls for highly favourable econo:nic, social, 

political and institutional conditions. Moreover, a large investment 

is necessary in order to create via.ble farms from these lands, and 

the justification for such expenditure calls for a higher return 

from the use of the areas. The development of new lands and crops 

necessitates much more than mere land clearing and planting. 

It require the solution of a number of problems including those 

of transportation and corrununication, sanitation and health, 

housing, social services, marketing and international. trade .• 

The scope of these problems suggests the inevitable risks 

associated with new ventures of this type, and the magnitudes of 

the problems lie on the scale of operations. Hence, the size 

concept of the venture which bears an intimate relationship to the 

returns to scale or the economics of scheme size and fann size. 

This aspect is one of great interest not only to FELDA ap.d other 

land development agencies but ala® to the operating settler and 

the whole nation. Its significance lie,s in that over the long run 

the operator must scale that size, or seek the scale level at . 
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which his cost economies must exceed his diseconomies of scale. 

Since the rise of the discipline, agricultural production 

economics, economists have been keenly concerned with farm size 

as profits increa·se over the range of' such a size concept. Farm 

.management studies too have shown conclusive evidence of constant 

or increasing returns t.o size. '£he business-minded farmer is 

concerned with the average and marginal cos,ts as they show 
I 

relationship to the profitability of size of farm. The government 

and public concern over farm size h&:s been in terms of average 

costs for different farm ·sizes a:nd the viable advantage of large 

as· compared to small farm units. The Malaysian farming sector is 

characterized by a large nu11ber of small family farms which are now 

economically less viable. But they do exist. The diseconomies 

associated with the traditional small farms are well-known, and 

tl:le government is quite aware that greater e.conomies exists for 

large farms. The land development and resettlement programme as 

pre,sently carried out is closely related t.o increasing returns to 

scale. The question of size of scheme, the size of settlement and 

the size of indiv:idual holdings therefore, have been a much 

considered aspect of the whole progra'll!ne. 

Scheme Size 

Initially the size of scheme is an important 

consideration. FEI.DA prefers the lower li.11it of the size of a 

scheme to be about 4,000 acres for 400 families. surjit Singh 

observe,s that the typical FEWA scheme is one with approximately 
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400 settler f~ilies who live in one central village located in the 
1 

midst of the.ir agricultural holdings. However, it is observed that 

there are many exceptions and other modifications and variations to 

this "ideal' size. concept. FELDA' s choice is governed to a greater 

degree. by the following considerations: 

i. A scheme with about 3.,000 - 4,000 acres (!)f rubber is 

a desirable management unit for a plantation crop, 

and within th:iLs a.re.a the max:i!Jnum travelling distance 

for both settlers and staff from the vHJ:a.ge centre 

WOJ.Ild be abol:l.t three miles. 

ii. A settlement .with 400 families .would have a population 

of approximately 2:, 000 people which in terms of the 

government rural development plan ( t:he Red Book) is a 

qualifying limit for the provision of certain es·sential 

se:rvices such as a midwif e. 1 s clinic, a primary school, 

a police post et.c. 

.iii. With a population .of 2,000 the investment for the 

provision of piped water supply, village roads and 

access roads is adequately justified. 

iv. The population would be adequate to support the 

development of a small commercial centre to service 

the Settlers. 

Another c.onsideration that affects the size· concept of 

a scheme is the com"!lutable distance between the various plots 

assi.gnee to settlers. Since the set·tle·rs live ih
0 
their house 
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lots located in the central village, the larger the acreage of the 

scheme, the longer will be the commutable distance between the 

house and the agricl:lltural lots. But FELDA is ql:lite aware that the 

s·ettle.rs must not travel more than two or three mile's to their 

respective agricUltl:lrall lot.s as their efficiency will be· affected 

by longer comrnut.ating di$tan.ces. T.he·se considerations gove·rn the 

·maxi.'llum ·size of a single scheme· to be limited to about 6,500 acres 

for 600 !ami]ies. T,he a,bove maximtim and ttiindimum lirnit·s are: usually 

ad:opted for rubbe·r schemes or even. for oil. palm schemes wheI'e 

processing facilities· are avail~ble nearby. The pre,sent tendency, 

howe:ver, is to develop· larger acreages of 10 1 000 acres especially 

for .oil pa1'tl' and sugar cane so that processing unit.s can be 

established within the s1cheme. De.pending on the soil factor the 

current practice is to g·row rubber when the arc:reage available is 

less thar.i 7 _,000 acres and oil palm when it is over 7 ,000 acre;s. 

Uhlike rubber which is ecologically a Sllitable peasant crop, oil 

palm· and Sligar cane are more controlled by e•conomies of s'cale. 

Hence, the ne•ces,sity t.o e:stablish the processing units within such 

schemes in order to eliminate undue delays ;in.transporting the 

harvested crop to the mills. 

The above concepts have not been static, for example, in 

1961, the NLC decided that all areas of land over 2, 000 acre·s in 

extent were to be earmarked for development by FELDA. Su.ch a 

decision clearly indicat.es that FELDA in pr-inciple had to develop 

areas as small as 2,000 acres. rt is also relevant to note that 

from its inception to the early .sixtie,s FELDA followed a resettlement 
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pattern which was widely dispersed throughout the statef; of 

Malaysia. This dispersed pattern was suitable and desirable at 

that time. But with the increasing growth of population and the 

consequent pressure on land, a stage was reached when it was 

econorn±dally more feasible to de'irelop larger areas in selected 

locatic>ns. The Government therei'ore, decided in 1962 to concentrate 

development On a j region I basis j aad SUbsequenily an agreement WaS 

reached for the majority G>f the future land development schemes to 
be undertaken on a iconcentrated programme' which will have inter 

alia, the following advantages: 

i. a reduction of the strain on the existing technological 

and administrative personnel, who are already in 

short supply, by. the planning and implementation of 

comprehensive large schemes concentrated in one area. 

ii. a lowering: of the cost on capital works such as roads, 

schools-, water supply, medical facilities etc. by the 

operation of economies of scale which would not 

function effectively if FELDA continues with small 

schemes throughout the country. 

It was decided that the first comprehensive regional 

progra'llllle should be implemented in the J engka 'l'riangle (Pahang) • 

In 1963, the IBRD identified the project and subsequently provided 

the necessary technical assistance in 1965 and financial assistance 

in the !orm of a loan for its development in 1968. When fully 

developed the Jengka Triangle hopes to resettle 85,000 people •. 
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The success of a resettlement programme of this magnitude depends 

on the correct choice of size and the establishment of.the settlers 

within this area. It was proposed that the scheme size for the 

project should be broadly based on the rural settlements which are 

characteristically found in Peninsular Malaysia. On this basis 

the Jengka Triangle would consist of about 100 settler familie,s on 

approximately 1,200 acres of land e.ach. According to the report 

such a scheme unit, if compact, would be just over one and one 

quarter miles square and will be 20 to 25 minutes walking distance 

across. This is an :L11portant consideration for the reason·that an 

area of this -size is within walking distance from the settlement 

(village). 

Besides the factors already mentioned for the -selection 

of this size concept for Jengka, three more have been considered. 

The a<iaptability t.o land use was one factor. In the Jengka 

Triangle the pattern of soil and landforms is complex and the 

changes from one soil type to the other are the rule. A relatively 

small scheme the·refore, is considered more adaptable to 'such 

changes and 'isolated areas of land suitable for rubber, although 

surrounded by oil palm and forest, can be economically brought 

into production•. By this means the likelihood of large areas of . 
crops being planted on marginal lands are reduced or avoided. 

The other factor is the adaptability to management. It was 

considered that a small scheme unit of the size envisaged 

afforded new means for effective assignment of management staff. 

Furthermore, the scheme units are quite small for its control by 
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relatiively inexperienced supervisory personnel. The third factor 

is the adaptability to infrastructure. FELDA, on the other hand, 

argued that there is a direct relationship between the basic size 

concept of the scheme unit and the subse~uent planning and total 

investment of the projects. The consultants' suggestion therefore, 

was found to be unacceptable. Moreover, :i..f for the same investment 

cost a larger acreage and a larger numl:>er of settler families· could 

be maintained at efficient level, then it is. economically unsound 

to accept a lower acreage. 

Ihe Settlement 

A suitable envirornnent for the.emplaced people to live 

in is carefullty con~idet'.edi by FELDA,. for the people must not be 

set~tled in an area which exhibits the unknown or the unf.arniliar, 

1'~LDA, therefore:, attempts as far as possible t.o create a settlement 

type which the people are fa."lliliar with. FELDA is ideal settlement 

unit is one with approximately 400 settler familie·s who live in 

one central villa,ge· lo.c.at.ed in the midst of agricult'u?'.al holdings .• 

Ih a way FELDA ·attempts to create a settlement type not far remoVied 

from which the people are familiar with. However, it must be noted 

tha,t there are several projects in which the settlements show 

c;lepartures frOIJl the ideal. For example, in Sungei Tiram Scheme in 

Johore all the settler families live away from the scheme site • 

In Macap (Malacca,), half the settlers reside in the settlement and 

the other half in a new village outside the schem,e. In Kemendore 

there are two villages within the scheme area. But to provide the 
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:nrucimum benefits at minirnwn cost, FELDA has adopted the nucleated 

type of settlements for its schemes. It must however, be emphasized 

that the settlement.;; pattern created by FELDA has little relationship 

to an earlier pattern in that it is not evolutionary. On the other 

hand, it is emphatic that FELDA doe·s not consider the 400-family 

unit 'the ideal' settlement. It is considered as a more convenient 

form, and the concentration of infrastructural facilities creates a 

semi-urban atmosphere, without the loss of the natural charm, which 

in turn introduces the settlers to some aspects of urban living .• 

However,, under such a size concept the growth of commercial activities 

is rather inadequate to meet the increasing demands especially when 

the settlers receive a higher income with the maturity of crops. 

Under such .circumstances the attraction will be to spend the money 

in the neare·st town that can cater to the needs • A good example is 

Kulai. In this connection Singh has correctly concluded that 'this 

means that instead of generating more economic activity within 

the 400-family unit the money is support.ing growth of activity 
2 elsewhere' • 

In contrast to the FELDA settlement size concept the 

Jengka Triangle consultants recolll!Jlended a smaller rural type of 

settlement for the project. Such a rural settlement envisaged 

consisted of the agricultural lands, a few shops and some public 

services and facilitie·s supported by the population according to 

its ability. In this rural setup the settlement unit becomes a 

social unit with unique characteristics of its own. Such a 

settlement proposal was made on the conclusion that the settlers 
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will come from such a settlement t:mit. In brief it attempts to 

duplicate the village settlement in the newly <:Ieveloped environment 

which according to the proposal is a logical extension and 

continuation of a lmoWn settlement pattern. The t.otal population 

is expected to be. about 700 to 800 people or> .about one-quarter to 

one-third. of the present FELDA settlements. The rationale f.or 

smaller settlement units of th~ rural type was that such settlements, 

either individually or .in combination with other settlement units, 

would ·provide all the basic service;s and facilitie·s for the seittlers. 

In this connection an .imporlant conclusion is that many rural 

communities· of Peninsular Malaysia have developed as riverine 

socie,ties and on this basis the patterns of services is enhanced 

with many serv·ices and facilities share.ct by adjacent communities • 

Similarly it was hoped that small villages close to one another 

can share and support jointly many services, and it would not be 
,. 

necessary to provide completely independent systems of services 

in Jengkais settlement pattern. 

FELDA has disagreed with this size concept. From FELDA's 

point of view the adoption of such an idea would mean that if the 

existing FELDA standard of infrastructure were to be provided, it 

would either result in the costs being totally out of proportion 

to the objectives or in a reduced standard of services, to exactly 

the same number of persons who could have been settled in larger 

units and provided with the standard FEIDA services. Moreover, 

it was considered that the adoption of the traditional type of 

village as suggested by the consultants can be a backward 5,tep in 
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the process of modernizing the rural sector. On the contrary, it 

must be emphasized that the 400-family unit was clos•ely related 

to the holding size and was essentially meant for settlers with eight 

to ten a.cres. The commutable distance will conform to expectations 

only if the holding sizes remain unchanged. Since 1973, the $ize 

of holding had been increased by about 20 per cent f.or rubber and 

by about 40 per cent for oil palm, and this meant that the settlers 

had to travel more than 2~-J miles limit to their place of work. 

The solution to this lies in either redu·cing the size. of the 

settlement unit or providing the settlers with speedier transport. 

In contrast to the older systems of settlements,, the 

present te.ndency is to create larger settlements rather than 

smalle·I' one.s.. The selection of larger settlements is the result 

of the Government's urbanization policy for Malaysia, and is well 

eocemplified in the Pah:ang Tenggarci. project which is being jo.intly 

planned with the Paifuang Tenggara Development Authority. With such 

a development it is envisaged that the unemployment problems and 

the out-migrati.ons,, which are· corrunon occurrences in the older FELDA 

settlement schemes,_woUld not occur. However, a study carried out 

recently by FELDA showed that approximately 50 per cent of the 

settlers would have to cover travelling distances beyond the 2~-.3 

mile range, and shows that not less than 15 trucks would be required 

to transport the settlers from the town to their places of work 

and back. According to Singh 1 this, therefore. introduces a new 

dimension in settlement planning. We ourselve,s are not exactly 

sure how this is really going to work and as in Jl10St projects 
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involving hum.an reactions, we would have to keep a vecy close watch 
3 on each stage of development 1 • 

Size of Holding 

Ge·herally the selection o·f size of holding is controlled 

to a greater degree by at least five. major factors viz• (a) the 

crop or crops to be grown (b) the expected yield from the crop or 

crops grown. (c) the income level objective (d) the labour capacity 

of a settler fa.'llily and (e) t•he anticipated costrs and returns. 

'£here· iS' no difficulty in selecting the crops and. a,,1$0 corqputing 

the yield. The income level too, can be determined with some 

a.cc.uracy by observing the world demand and price t~ende. 

Determination .of the la:bour capacity is no problliem but the 

determination of costs and returns is most diiJ'icult. However, 

FE:LDA S·chemes are JI>Ublic venture·s with definite objectives • The 

size of holding per settler family therefore, is governed to a 

. greater degre.e by income and employment facto!r's. The acreage per 

family. must be sufficiently high to give the settler an adequate 

income initially and must be capa bl.e of increasing in the long-term 

to rerna1n attractive in comparison to opportunities elsewhere. 

In Malaysia, as in most developing countries, underemployed farm 

·labour contributes to a great extent towards agricultural 

inefficiency. This.factor alone will make general farm 

mechanization economically wastefUl or even redundant. The 

Goverrl!llent 1 s policy regarding land development and employment 

clearly endorses this view although it is not specially stated. 
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As envisaged by FELDA the smaller size limit can also create family-

type farming units which can be highly efficient if the settlers 

are properly educated and adequately trained. If such a favourable 

situation is brOU.ght about the settler incentive's to produce can be 

more effectively utilized to accomplish FELDA's objectives although 

economics of scale in the production process will be fairly limited. 

;:,inoe ·each settler family would be.given ten acres of agricultural 

land and a pie:ce of residential lot (quarter acre), each settlement, 

therefere, works out to FE1DA's figure of approximately 4,.500 acres. 

'l'.his also means that the size of holding must be limited to an 

extent which is within the handling capacity of the settler and. 

his immediate family. Such a view, of course, affects the 

interested and willing settler who is able to manage efficiently 

more land. A canparatively smaller size holding under these 

circumstances seems inappropriate, for it may curtail initiative; 

but it is definitely of greater importance to meet the urgent needs 

of the landless. On the other hand, by increasing the rubber and 

oil palm lots from 10 and 12 acres respectively to 12 and 14 acres 

the average size of a scheme would be increased substantially, but 

the intake of settlers which is one of the major objectives of 

FELDA, would be comparatively less. For a given scheme however, 

keeping the lots at an optimum minimum would mean a step nearer to 

the goal of solving the urgent problem of landlessness. 

In the formative period when rubber was the main crop a · 

six-acre holding was considered economically suitable. In the late 

fifties therefore, the settlers were given six acres of rubber, 
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two acres of dusun and a quarter-acre houselot. The decline of 

rubber prices led to an increa.se in the size of holding to seven 

acres and then tm eight acres. This of course, is besides the 

dusun and houselot lands which remain the same as before. Oil palm 

was introduced in 1961. In the first oil palm scheme at Kulai, 

12* acres {10 acres oil palm, 2 acres dusun and i acre houselot) 

was considered the stanciB:rd holding size. Subsequently, holdings 

in oil palm schemes we,re reduce:d. to eight acres each as it was 

considered that the earlier size. with two acres of dusun was rathe·r 

excessive. In 1967, in conjunction with the financing of the first 

stage of the Jengka Triangle project by the World Bank, it was 

decided that the unit size of holding should be ten acres of oil 

palm, and that no provision be made for du.sun lands. This policy 

was extended to all other FELDA schemes. Another policy decision 

was made that all ~ lands should be cultivated with the main 

crop. Since then, the ter'!Jt 1 dusun 1 was replaced by the term 

'reserve 1 • The reason for the conversion was that the dusun 

concept was no longer valid in the context of the several failures 

encountered earlier. As a result, the dusun lands in the eight-

acre oil palm schemes have been planted with oil paL11 to raise 

the holding size to ten acres. The same principle was applied in 

respect of rubber holdings of eight acres •. Another change was 

effected in 1973 when the Government decide.ct that holdings shall 

be increased to 14 acres of oil palm and 12 acres of rubber in order 

to maintain the settlers' income. It is observed that a 12-acre 

rubber holding size is too large for one person to handle during 
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the tapping period. But such a size concept was based on the 

assumption that a settler's wife would assist him in the tapping 

and collection of latex from about 700 trees per day on the 

alternate daily tapping system. However, it is the opinion of 

FEIDA that 1we are fast approaching the upper limit of the holding 

size iin the context of set'.tle·r family labour which although the 

same does not hold true for oil palm. A 14..,ac,re oil palm holding 

would still mean a certain amount of underemployment during the 

harvesting .period'. 4 

Land Tenure 

Economic activity is the result of the interaction of 

both economic and institutional factors, and in the process the 

:tnstitutional factors acquire an economic significance. Land 

tenure is an institution of legal origin but is considered a major 

economic institutiop because of the significant role it plays in 

the prevailing agricultural systems. ta.nd te.nure, in fact, 

indicates the procedure under which individuals or groups of 

individuals hold and share property rights and determines the 

varying rights to occupy, .control and use land. In the South and 

Southeast Asian context land is much more than a mere physical 

factor of production. It is ve.ry intri.cately interwoven with the 

existing social and cultural institutions, a:nd the social 

significance of property ih the daily life of the people is of a 

much higher order than its ecpnornic i.rnportance for land has 

given the owner social status, political power and other 
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priviiedges besides economic stability.· The· emplaced, :settlers also 

had an already established pattern of life centered round the pride 

of ownership: of· land.· A similar incentive is of importance in the 

new environment if the settlers are to give their highe,st efficiency 

to make any scheme a success. The intention of the Government 

therefore, is to create the necessary incentive by :making the 

settlers' O'Wner-operators ultimately. 

It is observed that up to July 1977 no settler had 

obtained title for the land he had worked.· .such a situation is 

due to the stipulation in the Group Settlement Areas Act which 

requires· that unless and until a settler has repaid his loan to 

FELDA and paid up the premium, quit rent and survey fee's, his status 

would be that of one who is registered as an occupant in 

·expectation of title. On his meeting the required obligations, 

FELDA is expe·cted to revert the land with the state Government who 
I 

is the only authority to issue land titles. · The loan repayment 

period allowed is 15 years from tapping for rubber scheme s.ettlers 

or break-even· point for oil palm settlers. · 

Rubber was the basis on which the earlier projects were 

developed and each· settler was required to work on his own 

individual lot as in Ayer Lanas. The settlers cleared the jungle 

for houselot.s, established rubber nurseries and also were engaged 

ih felling .and clearing of. jungle for rubber and subsidiary food 

crops. · But· the development sequence ih j\yer Lanas had been such 

that· the development of the main crop rubber, which is the major 

objectives, was adversely affected. The above pattern of cultural 
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practices was modified to some degree in Bilut. Bilut was the 

first FELDA scheme where the settlers, after the cO!llpletion of the 

construct.ion of their houses, were sent out on collective work to 

clear up the regenerated undergrowth due to the shortcomings of the 

contractors. A marked feature at this time was the lack of any 

. surveys to demarcate the individual plots. Consequently, the 

settlers were reluctant to put in a day's work when the chances 

were that it would be to somebody else's benefit •. Moreover, the 

·extremely difficult task of reclaiming _sO!lle 3,000 acre·s by less 

than 40C workers was itself an achievement, but rather demoralising. 

· 'l'he· lots were f':i;nally all.ocated by ballot only ~fter a lapse of 

some twelve months. 

Since 1962, the Group method was introduced in the rubber 

scheines, and this required the settlers to work in groups of 

·between 12 and 15 on blocks ranging from 100 to 200 acres during the 

first, second and third years of planting. Each group was allocated 

a specific working area, and members of each group would be given 

individual lot·s from the area tl':ley had been allocated.. 'l'he group 

ca:rried out the usual cultural p.ractices under the guidance of 

FELDA staff. ·Such a procedure served two purposes. Initially, 

it became es·sentially a training period for the settlers, and 

se,cond, it ensured proper and adequate maintenance of the rubber 

:trees.. 'l'he original intenti.on was for the settlers to receive 

their individu~l plots by the end of the third year of planting • 

Subsequently, the distribution was postponed to the end of the 

four-th year. In majority of cases however, the distribution was 
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· carried out only a few days prior to the beginning of tapping 

because the Survey Department was unable to meet the rising demands 

from the various sections of the public sector. 

The earlier 'Jlethod of collective work by settlers over 

the whole area was a failure. The second method of working 

individual plots never gave the expected results. The block method, 

on the other hand, was evolved from the experience gathered from 

the shortcomings of the earlier methods, and was expe,cted to be 

a more appropriate practice. This expectancy was based on the 

· o.bj.e.ctive that each settler would work in the same block until they 

are allocated individual lots of eight acres, within the identical 

block they had worked. This method appears to be more conducive to 

work as there is a definite incentive. The incentive lies in 

that each of the settlers ·is assured of a lot within the area he 

originally wo:r-ked. Within this system each settler is ·allocated 

by ballot his individual plot. By the time the settlers receive 

their individual plots the tree's are about four years old, and the 

settlers more experienced in correct agricultural practices. Hence, 

they are able to maintain their holdings individually with the 

guidance and assistance from FELDA staff. 

Landholding - settler relationship in the oil palm schemes 

is quite different from that of the rubber schemes. No individual 

allocation of holdings is carried out in the schemes for the 

reas.on that economies of scale are quite pertiment to the crop. 

Since FELDA's involvement in oil palm began only in 1961 it had 

no choice but to draw on the experience a:nd pattern of cultivation 
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developed by the plantation sector. In addition, the cultural 

practices are rnore complicated than those for rubber. Where oil 

palm is concerned timing of harve.sting is a significant factor 

for maintaining the quality of the produce. Any delay in 

harvesting could re sql t in off --qµali ty oil. Moreover, the 

investment on palm oil mills, the mill capacity and transport are 

the other major considerations, that govern the land holding 

arrangements in oil pal.1J1 schemes. Palm oil mills must be worked· 

at an opti'num on the basis of an anticipated crop. Under-;; 

utilization of a mill would mean a severe loss. Inconsistent and 

irregular harvesting by smallholders can lead to under-utilization 

thereby incurring great los,ses. An efficient transport system is 

a vital necessity in order to deliver fre,sh fruit bunches (FFB) 

before substantial deterioration of the fruits sets in. An 

efficient transport depends on sufficient and regular s·upplies 

of FFB. If harvesting is i:rregular which is bound to be a 

frequent occurrence among smallholders, then the operations become 

urieconomi.c. For these rea·sons therefore, FEtDA' s endeavour in 

oil pal.it!. development is largely an esta.te-.bas.ed venture, but with 

certain dissi.'ltilarities. 

In the oil palm scheme's, the concept of co-operative 

land ownership has been adopted by FELDA whereby the settlers are 

not .given or allocated their individual. holdings, but have an equal 

and unilform share in the ownership and profits of the individual 

projects. The inexperience of the settle~s in oil palm growing 

and the complex organization involved in its cultivation were the 
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two important factors that led to the acceptance and adoption of 

this idea. In the beginning it was the practice to treat the 

settlers as paid labourers once harvesting eom~enced. The 

workers had the freedom and choice to work or not to work but 

were entitled to a dividend once the break-even point was reached. 

The dividend was mainly the profit obtained after all the operating 

costs, loan repayments and state due·s had been met. According to 

FELDA 11 under this system a settler could continue to get his 

dividend without lifting a spade. In the case of those settlers 

who worked, they were only interested in maximising the earnings 

from labour. One of the biggest drawbacks .in this system was that 

the settlers were not motivc.ted as there was no incentive for 

settlers to do so. They could harvest the easier areas and still 

earn the money they needed. They were not concerned with fruit 

quality as this would only be reflected in the dividend that they 

share with others at the end of the year. Strange as it might 

seem, this system did have some very strong supporters". 5 

Whatever the opinion, this system was found to be inadequate and 

unsatisfactory for the contemplated transformation of the rural 

sector. In fact, three major reasons can be attributed for the 

system 1 s inadequacy. The first shortcoming. of the system was low 

income to some or all settlers~ Although this disparity became a 

cause for much complaint, the actual reasons for the variation of 

incomes were the differences in conscientiousness, age and physical 

abilities of the settlers to perform the required manual tasks. 

It has also, been suggested that payment for work done on the 
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basis of piece rate can be 'open to suspicions of favouratisrn. The 

second disadvantage of the system lies in that it does not generc;i.te 

the necessary motivation for the settlers to carry out extra work 

with a view to higher incomes. The third reason for the system's 

deficiency is its inability to ere.ate a sense of belonging among 

the settlers. Lack of a sense of belonging naturally leads to 

complacenc:y and indifference. 

In view of the above reservations the suitability of 

cooperative land ownership in oil palm schemes was reconsidered .• 

But the ultimate objective is the distributior.i. of land to the 

landless and ahy alternative that can be put into effect must not 

only keep this obje·ctive in view, but also consider the factors 

that led FELDA to accept the cooperative ownership system. The 

two significant factors that influenced the introduction of the 

existing system were se·ttlers inexperience and management efficiency. 

Therefore, any alternative system that is created must also be 

bound by the same criteria which have not changed significantly,. 

Within the limits of these conditions, FELDA was of the opinion 

that a three-stage development should be evolved and adopted. It 

was agreed that in State I the cooperative system would prevail 

so that more time could be devoted to the training of settlers in 

the cultivation, maintenance and harvesting of oil palm. 

Irmnediately on receipt of the necessary experience, the settlers· 

are introduced. to the second stage where the cooperative system 

is modified to suit the individual requirements. This is a 

transition stage when ... the settlers carry out the ne·cessary 
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practices in smaller areas known as 'field' or 1block 1 • It is at 

this stage that the settlers obtain their independence and self-

reliance. This ~ystem continues for two years, and the settlers 

are not allocated their individual holdings during the period. 

Stage three is reached when the settlers are given their individual 

lots under the block system. 

'!'he principle of the block system is the literal handing 

of each block of' about 200 acres to a group of 20 settlers. The 

block system was first introduced in 1970 by FEIDA in its Kampong 

Soeharta scheme, and also later in Ulu Jempol and Jerangau. 

This was considered a more efficient system fot> oil palm schemes 

because of the physical allooation of the agric:ultural area to the 

settlers who are responsible for the management of each block to 

the respective block members. All production from the block was 

identified to the block and the settlers in that block received 

the fhll value of their production. Under the old syste"ll, settlers 

were identified to a larger area and were not assigned any working 

area or block. The settlers were instead, organized according to 

job specialization and were in receipt of two forms of payment. 

Each .settler received payments for labour according to the tasks 

carried out and also a end of year dividend. On the other hand, 

· under the new system payments are made for the FFB the settler 

produces - which encourages him. to harvest the crops with 

regularity. The final re·sult of the introduction of the block 

system is envisaged to be the gradual settler takeover of the 

functions previously carried out by the field staff, and the 
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field staff to play progressively the roles of advisers and 

trainers. 

'fhe ultimate goal of the tenure systems adopted for 

rubber and oil palm is to grant titles to the land they have 

worked for nearly 20 years. This has now been achieved, and in 

July 1977, 267 farnilies in the rubber schemes., Kemendore, Machap 

.and Kampung Baru r1enggong received titles to the land they have 

·worked. 'l'here is no difficulty what-so.;.ever for the settlers to 

receive titles in the rubber schemes. However, the situation for 

oil palrn settlers is not so simple for economies of scale lhiits 

ope·rations by means of smallholdings. There is, of course, 

provisions in t~he Land (Group Settlement Are.as) Act for settlers 

to be recognized as shareholders in a co-operative, and ~he State 

Authority may issue titles to a cooperative society. If the 

prevailing system of tenure in oil pal11 schemes is to continue 

then the provisions in the Act can be made use of for the benefit 

bf the settlers. On the other hand, the World Bank was not fully 

.in agreement with this concept, and when financing Stage I of 

Jengka Project made a condition that the settlers in Jengka should 

be given the opportunity to work on individual holdings after the 

tenth year of planting. It is, therefore, obvious that "This 

introduces a new concept to the administration and tenure aspects 

of oil pal.~ schemes. If the concept of individual holdings is 

tried out and found to have no detrimental effects on production 

quality and efficiency, there is likelihood that it will spread 

to other FELDA schemes. If it does hot, th.en the Block 5ystem 
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which is e:ssentially of the co-operative type will continue to 

·operate unless, of course, there are other developments·". 6 

FELDA's participation in sugarcane was established with 

the f.orma:tion of Kilang Gula Felda Pe:rlis Sdn. Bhd. (KGFP) in 1971. 

It has ·been the policy of FEU>A to approach the whole progranune 

with caution for little is known about the reqt:lirement of the crop 

in the local environment. In addition, economics of scal.e are 

involved and the inve·stmeht in t.;he sugar mill-cl:llil-refinery is 

qUite high. If sugarcane production is on a smallholder basis 

the risk of an adequate supply of raw cane not forthcoming is 

greater. Whether it can be succe.ssfully developed as a smallholder 

crop is still not adequately known.. .for these reasons FELDA as an 

interim measl:lre .follows a settlement policy ba.sed on the following 

cohditions:. 

i. That the proje•ct shall recruit permanent l~:bour and 

provide housing and othe·r facilities s·imilar to 

those available. in rubber and oil palm scheme. 

ii. On the completion of the development phase of the 

project workers who have been in permanent employment 

for a certain specified mini'Il:um period would become 

eligible to a certain portion of the profits of tbe 

project. 

iii. Permanent workers who· are eligible for participation 

in profits shall be given the opportunity t.o purchase 

the houses built by FELDA. 

iv. The system designed to allow profit par.ttcipation 
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I and purchase of houses by settlers should be such 

I that it would encourage the workers to continue 

working in the project. 

I Such a policy leaves much flexibility to evolve a final approach 

for land holding with reference to the crop and the investment 

II involved in sugarcane projects. 

I In the case of the Cocoa Pilot Project at Kota Gelanggi, 

the approach is essentially that of the commercial estate's as the 

I objective is to asse,ss the economic viability of the crop in the 

new envirornnent. It must however, be noted that where cocoa is 

I ~oncerned economies of scale are not pertinent, and the crop has 

I 
• 

been highly successful, ecologically and economically, as a 

smallholder crop in pther parts of the world especially in West 

1. Africa and Sri Lanka. Whether FELD A will decinde to follow these 

countries is yet to be seen. 

I Another departure is evident in the adaptation of the 

I dusun reserves which are not·being converted to rubber and oil 

palm. It is observed that oil palm is being planted in these 

I reserve·s in both rubber and oil paL'll schemes. In fact, in some 

schemes where rubber is the main crop, oil palin is being planted 

1· in the reserves where the soils are suitable and processing 

I 
facilities are available in close proxirr1ity. Under these conditions 

the settlers have two crops - a main holding of rubber and a 
~ 

I '.> 

subsidiary .holding of oil pal.111. Such a situation however, is 

present only in rubber schemes where the soils in the reserve 

I area are .• suitable for oil palm, and the processing facilities 

I 
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are available in close proximity. On the other hand, when the 

reserves 'are not suitable for oil palm the area is planted with 

rubber. An important concept that is put into practice when 

converting the 'reserve' is the development of the area as an 

estate with paid labour, and the ultimate handing over the land 

to the settlers only when FELDA has recovered all the development 

cnsts. This system. was mainly devised to avoid an additional period 

of loan repayment by the settlers. Another variation of the 

co:mnercial estate system is also been tried out by PEI.DA. It is 

obse-rved that the commercial e.state system is contrary to the 

obJective of creating a progressive rural sector through the 

distribution of land to t·he landless. FELDA was created ih order 

to fulfil this objective, and. a pu,re estate system is unacceptable. 

Hence, FELDA obtained an agree"'.llent with the National Action Council 

to adopt a modified commercial estate system whereby the estates 

would be run on a commercial basis but the profits would be shared 

with the workers (settlers). In this· ·case the land ownership 

"is traded for participation in profitsn.7 

It is observed that there are a number of systems that 

are being carried out in FEIDA schemes. The rubber. sche~es have 

no problems for a precedent has been created, and titles have been 

granted to those who have fulfilled loan obligations to FEIDA. 

In the case of other crops a search for a suitable land tenure 

system continues. It is emphatic that the land terms systems 

should vary with the crop, the sociopolitical en~ironment and 

the investment involved.. Concurrently, with the greater growth 
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momentum in the scheme·s the dynamics of this growth will make the 

farmers demand institutional changes and they will certainly, 

demand more flexibility in the tenancy arrangements which is vital 

for their full development . Any adj:us tments in the tem1re .system 

therefore, must consider not only the type of settlers that is 

being evolved by the develoµnent S·chemes but also, serve the 

objectives of land development and resettlement in the country. 
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